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Chapter I
Introduction
. )efiniticn of ExectittYe Flraluntlon
Ginco our civf Mseticn bagari, vfc liavc? had evalti^-ticn in
omm form "but vory little development in this fiold hao been
ons until the lart half centur^% ;^valu:«tion of ii;dividus.ls
joes on under inan^ different n?W:f^o ouch aa !!!erit rating,
ifficisncy rating, erulcyee apr^raisal, service ratinrj, -peT'-
onal inventor;/, enployeo progre >8 report, and rmny other
itles too nuiTserous to jnention here.
Individunl •^Vf.lafjt.lon of cxecTitiv-^a hrs bnrn defined in
ny ways. Perha'cs' the nof:t o^-^^re ;^ .^-^Tn u^-'r-'ition is that
f Halaey which ia:
••en orderly, systematie and carefully con-
sidered analysis and evaluation of a person's serv-
ic-.s, based on both observations over a conaider.-ble
period of tii^e and a study of all available ooject-
ive records of p«rfordnance :md bahavior.^
i Bli^:htly different emphasis is placed by Ancwles and
ompson on the matter of evaluation* They eayj *'.«»(lt
s) a .ayo tern for discovery and classification of the indi-
idual differences among employees •••"•^ One of the le<td-
Ing authorities in the industrial v/orld has expanded the ae-
Tinitlon to cover al'^cst every facet of evaluation^
'£o prc^;iGte'r ; -..te :• tic . lialysi© of the pcrfor-




-'^'iyiff and. UsiriK Industrjr^l jeryice .u:-.tin'^» » George Dm Halsey,
''•or and Brothers, i.-i'ew iork, 1944, p.?«
Z ,. --^ -^'
;-.....,....
..-v.^
.j^ga, 3, Kncv/1-^8 vnd .;obert .D» Thomson,
T. _ _ 1 _ _../ hi&w York, 194:?, "0.144.
order th-t employees nnd raanai'ienent r.L.y "be kept in-
formed concerning em loyee*s progress in their work
and fiieir oprortunities and ways and nef-ns of improve-
nent; ..• (it) is designed to encourage and facili-
tate iiiti-ncitc and pcr^oiial rGl-itionshivs between
supervisor and employee and to provide the uniform
and riotTiodj cjvl rccordiiig of o'-rnloyee procreoa.^
'This particular definition includeo, in the second sentencet
an inference which is pertinent to this Btudy, i.e. tl e en-
courcigernent and facili tuition of rel^^-tionships "between super-
visor £.nd employee,
Ve may surn:r.r.rize the definiticn cf executive evaluation
as thiit tool which enables man^ogement to vuluate tlie 8.':,loy-
ee vith res; ect to the organization "by the most orderly
method.
'-"rtancc of iLxecutive -Evaluation
The importance of evaluation of executives can never be
too strongly stressed. Although we live today in an era of
Tsachines, the nttion^e military and industrial leaders and
those throughout the world are realiziiig raore and more the
great importance of the individual in achieving success in
any tyre of undertaking, whether it be business or nilitary
in character. The prime requisite in achieving this success
is the proper selection and placement of personnel. For ;!iany
years, businesses placed reliance in the abilities of one or
two individuals to properly evalurte the job and the man.
Today, guides to assist in the evaluation of any executive
- -
l-^-"^s for ..•i.Mr.g .>---lc"ee8 . National Industrial Conference
j
xior.rd Inc., .-.tadiea in personnel Jolicy llo. 8, Hew York,
June 19:^8, p. 5.
ere availcVole, But, it must be realized that tlie results
jpttained from using these guides are directly dependent on
the skill with which they are ueed and the acceptance by both
he rater and the rcttee of the principles involved in evalu-
ating personnel. "The mechanics of rating are so e£-sy; accu-
ate Judgement so difficult."^
Frequently we find employees, and occassionally even
executives, who utterly fail to understand the underlying
heory behind eva-luation techniques and the uses to vrhich
evaluations are put. It is felt that this occassional mis-




aaen who evaluate their personnel without resorting to the use
of a guide for assistance as required in a larger establish-
ent. Cne of the outstanding successful businessmen in the
nited States, Sdvard R. Stettinius, Jr. has written:
I'en, the prime necessity and suprem.e asset of
any business ^re rare'y evaluated among its assets.
Granting that it is difficult to evaluate hu'.-'.an
beings with exactness, isn't it strange thet while
large organizations maintain precise inventoriea of
physical properties and rioaterials, men - and prin-
cipally executives and leaders - infrequently enter
into the formal equation.^
livaluation of employees has become a requisite of good man-
agement-employee relations because it avoids arbitrary atti-
tudes on the part of supervisors, it provides top-management
with a guide for promoting personnel to .ositions of greater
1 Counseling Techniques in Gol3ege and . econd£..ry school ,
xiuth Strang, riarpp.r and Brothers, ilev/ ;Tork, 19?7, p. 97.
2 lien Vanted , !?rances llaule, i'unk and Wagnalis Go.> liew York,
1937, p.xix of introduction written by Edward R, otettiniusjjr.
authority, and it provides a suide for the placemf^nt of in-
dividuals so as to enhance their value to the organization.
The "benefits to he derived from an evalu^T^tinn system by both
manaKeTTient and emplo 'ees are inyriad. In the industrial field,
Sinyth and Murphy provide us vdth a list of benefits vhich
appeared to be fulfilled by the majority of evaluation sys-
tems. The substance of these benefits is as follows:
For >r>ana.^"^errient:
(a; It causes supervisores to think analytic-
ally and constructively about t}^eir erarloyees;
(b) There is a gre^^ter degree of consistency
in h&ndlin,'? and treatment of employees;
(c) Knowing he is subject to periodic reviei-/,
the enployee should be '"lotivated to greater effort;
(d) The judgements of the supervisors r^^re in
^nrriting and thus provide a pen^anent file subject
to review by top-raanage nent at any tiine.
Per employees;
(a) It assures the.t there will be a periodic
and just review of their work and status;
(b) It should pemit prorootion and salary in-
creases to those most deserving of them.^
In the United States liavy, the evaluation of executives
is accomplished by the use of the fitness report whicli is
submitted periodically by responsible seniors for officers
under their command. The fitness reports are used in the
Navy for three priinary purposes. These purposes ;;re, selec-
tion of officers for promotion to higher ranks, assigrment
of officers to specific positions and to maintain a complet®
rtcord of the officer. There are several minor uses to which
the form is put but, t ey do not concern us here, Unfortun-
L.tely, in the writf3r»s opinion, full use is not made of the
1
^ Jo^ revaluation and 3mnlovee .'lating
. Rich:,rd C. :>myth and
::atthew J. Kurphy, ilcGraw-Kill Book Co., Inc. Lew York.
1946, pp. 170-171. '
fitness reports, Refereiice here is made to the following
paragraph in the instructions
j
The Bureau of llaval i ersonnel desirea tliat
reporting seniors malce ever?/ effort to show each
fitness report to the officer rej>orted upon and
to discuss it with him, in so far as practicalDle.
••• On eveiy report of fitnesa, the reporting
senior will indictite in Section 1? whether the
officer reported on has or lias not seen the report.^
The study was concerned v/ith this x>rvrticular phase of the
evaluation of officers.
Methods of iivaluation
It is perhaps well for us to review "briefly the more
irnportant t:> pes of forrr.s used for the evaluation of indi-
riduals. The earliest recorded ty- e of evaluation guide
was in the form of a check list which asked the rater a
series of questions aoout the ratee's punctuality, dress
and the type of work he perfon/ied. Ihe rater had only tv/o
choices in this scale, one was yes, the other, no. There
iirere no degrees of variation for the rater to check between
the two extremes*
The next ;nethod was a bare iinprovement over the first.
This was the rani:ing method, which is still used in nuraerous
small cornpanies today where the small nUBiher of ratees jjakes
this syiitem feasible. This method requires the rater to r^ink
ais ratees according to their over-all value to the partic-
jil&r department. The plausibility of tiais scheiiie becomes nil
tfhen the number of ratees gets higher than about twenty.
I General Instructions, Officer's Witness Report, '?orm NAVF3HS-
310A (liev. 6-45 )» Bureau of llaval Personnel, Kavy Department.
P"
rther, the r^^tees must be Judged in their entirety, as
exainple of the difficulties involved, the rater i-o re-
quired to veigh punctuality &£:ainst output and theae against
Eill other liictors in ordci* to deteri^dne the raiik of a partic-
ular ratee. Another difficulty with this type of ratirjg
Is the fine t^radatl oiis in the large nddale groui- in order
to place them in a particular rank. For exajaple» who can
tell the minute difference tliat exists hetv/een the ican rank-
ed ninth and the man rariked tenth in a group of thirty?
jitudies liave "been conducted to shov/ that, usirig this tyre of
evaluation, the correli-tions between different raters is
rery low.
Ills first great improveiuent mc.de in evaluation scales
*-: s that niiide by the U.S. Army during tne firat wox'-ld war
inder the priiiciile direction of Dt» Walter Dili Scott, who
Lbter became the president of iiorthveatei'n University, The
cale was called the i^&n-to-i^an scale. The principle behind
he scale wa;:; the judging of a ratoe on six traits u-ith a
roup of men personally known to the rater and arranged in
rder of their ability for each trait. Thus, for the trait
3f iuitative, the rater would set up a master lict of men
nown to him and arranged in the order of their ability in
his trait. The ratee was then compared with the 11 at and
anked accordirig to the nian on the '.'aster list, the quality
ihf
-'ho..e trait the ratee* s actions ' ot^t closely reser-bled.
nfcrtunately, there are raany drawbacks to using this form
f evaluation, not the least of which is setting up the
Ter libt a ainet wliich to jua,.;^ the rf.^ee.^
TT:(» i^rar'hlc eTnlufitlon scale was df^.vci'' n- t^A frn-^ th«
5an-to->ian sct^Je a.nd consibt^d of a list of* tr&lts and a
icale vMch described various degrt: ,b uf the trait. The
puter was asLed to c>i©ck t?ae rate®*s perforriance at t>ie.t
place on tl.e scale wliieh acfimed to describe ai-n. beet. A
r«^ri&tion of this is th« Probst Uuting System^ in wliich a
list of st4ite.:.ents ertainiiig to i^n individual's actinne on
pforticular Job is presented tc tha r^ter iina tlu -.i^te-
sients v^hich describe the ratee are checked. . nt
w€i£-:;r..t©d value of those stateiieats checked is the ratee*
«
iYaluatioii-
The United States B&vy eystem of officer evaluation is
Balled the fitnesa re^.crt'' and io c. vui-iatioii of the grsi,-hie
©valuation scale. The pririCiple differences are first, the
p:-ter is aeksd to ; 1- ce t"ie ri;t8a in one of five percentile
groupings for nineteen traits. This acule is r^rran^ed ia ac«
jordance with the nor'al cui*ve of distribute on, ^eocnd, a
Bpace is provided for a written state-'-.ent cr^' the ratsr in
egard to the raiee*e perfor i^-nco« . cory of this frrw has
jeen placed in Appendix A. As :previously not'H-dp there is a
provision in the form for a diacuosicn of the report r,ctv.een
^ P'orsonnel y^&miKe- ent # "Walter D. Scott, .iobert C. Clothier,
Stanley Jb. i^iathevson and Vi^liam E« Spriegsl, lacGra,w-*Ilill
Book Co., Inc., lie%-." York, 1©41, pp. '-"l 5- ri9.
- — —
• r--^^
^^^d r>.at' • -' :---••---- '•'. l_ue, John B. Probs^t, The
,.,'-... „„ refes Cc.» —.« -.
-
5 Officer *f» .l^itneais >.e,.>ort . ^''<'ii-u .^-t^lOA (itev. 6-45),
Bureau of iiaval ier3nr:nel, Vnivy i;epart)^.ent
.
r
ethff mtf^r nnd the r: tee.l
Discu33lon of Eralu-iitions
Siirr.ri^lng as it may .iQein, t"he dincuaslon of evalu-vtions
Tsetween the rater and the r. tee in Industary is not a v/ldely
accepted procedure. Kany for*.vard looking industries, Hont-
gOMery Vard and Con^"!r'ny, to naino» hut ono of V'e outstanding
companies, are gradually turning to the discusalon of the
eraluations given. 7,Tie noti cable absence of di.^cus3ions of
©Taluatlnns -nrohablv is the result of the vide gap in society
that existed abo^'t the turn of the century between manage-
ment and labor. It v.r-s the Tnsnnxer's prerogntive to hire
and discharge employees for almost any reason and this was
accepted practice at that time. Today, the discliarge of
r-^r. e- loyee is a considerable monetary'- loss tc the concern
emrloyin^^ hin, and society in generc_l does not accept the
discharge of er^ployess without re:, son. Unfortunately, sobs©
manage-r^ents are atill reluctant to liscuss evaluations be-
cause they are still living in the era of the early 1900«3.
The discussion of the evaluation Given the ratee pro-
vides hiw with a better insi-^ht of the rater's attitudes
toward his work, and an explaination of the reasons the rater
has given either hij^h or low ratings. Probst >ias stated txiis
concept as follov/s:
The e^Tf^loyie likea to l<:nov how he is getting
along. He has a ri^ht to know. If he feels that
his efforts go unr!^cof;niz;cd, he loses interest in
the ,job. If he has faults, he cannot be expected
1 Gee a.bove p.5 ,
to correct tiier* unless they ar« pointed out to lilra.l
And later, he statesi
Tlie e:niployee is not satisfied merely to know
that some central office ^n/iinta.ins a detailed re»
cord of Ms output or his •efficiency' • He wants
to kr.«nv for fii selft in ploin evorydc^y languaget
in wliat respects he is failing and what hl« good
points are • in short »^he i;ant8 to see himself as
his e?'^ployer sees him. -^
A survey by H» C, Hunt"^ covering seventy-six corpor*
ations with an annual average labor turnover rate of 5,8^'
shews that people who are cLischurged lacked specific abil-
ities in only 10. l;- of the cases whereas the lack of i er-
sonality tnits was the cause in £9.7> of the ciises. ^iia-
ilarlyp it was shown thtt 2:^.5>^ of employees fail to be
promoted for lack of specific abilities* whereas 76,5, fail
pr«fmotion for lack of personality traits. Another investi-
gator concluded after conferring with sixty coiapanles tliatt
"Surervisors will rate . . . er.ployees carefully if ti.ey are
required to diiscuss the rts-ting of e«*ch e^iployee with him...".^
It is apnarent from this infortnation thiit industry can
benefit greatly froir; a discussion of evaluutions with em-
ployees* Similarly, the U.S. Havy could benefit from re-
quiring a discussion of fitness reports given to officers.
At present there ia encourcigej^e nt given to a discussion of
1 i-:ei--5urii;¥^ und .watini:-c ii-tiployee Value . John B. irobst. The
Honald Ixess Co., :^erw York, 1947, p.g.
S Ibid., p.*^:^.
^ Vliy. '^^oTile 1.086 Their Jobs or i-'iron't rroraotedt H. C. Runt,
Personnel Journal, 19'^5-19?56, v.l4, p.; P7.
4 Vage "Pet er---!in-
..
t ?. on " . Jolrin W. aic^^el, Bureru of Industrial
HelatioiiS, University of licliigan, 19t^7, p.1'^4.
1)
fitness reports, and the rater js required to indicate
vhether or not the report has "been sho^m to th^ officer.
Ik forthconing "book v/ritten "by N, G. Asbury tifter he and Ms
EGSoci.-^.tes had over fifty industrial concernfi surveyed, had
his to say ahout the discussion of evaluations:
f A discussion with the employee at the end of a
rs.ting period, frankly disclosing the evaluation
T^ade of ^r-^im "b;/ his sureriors, leads not only to a
higher degree of personal morale out also encourages
spontaneous additional effort toward improvement and
growth,
1
.ater in Asoury's book, he has this to say:
The evaluation of the individual is incomplete
without the opportunity for a free and frank dis-
cussion of the record between the superior and the
suhordi ne^t e • ^
In the Mavy, vhich presently has over 30,000 officers
pread over the entire face of the earth, there are liter-
ally thousands of raters who ai'e required hy law to suhmit
reports of fitness semi -annually'' on tlieir suuordincvtes. It
Is obviously an im^osnihility for t.,li raters to have set the
ia^e standards of performance for their subordinates. I'fiiQn
an officer reports to a new st?:.ticn for duty, he possesses
tJL general idea, of '±v.t is expected of him in the way of duty
performance. He has, for instc'.nce, the 14avy Regulations,
ihe ifavy Departnent General Orders, o.nd otlier official
publications. But it remains for this officer* s superior,
l|is rater, to inform hira of the more specific stand:.irds which
1 Personnel Adiniiii strati on at the Executive level - Executive
I nventory Control , Prepared by the Office of l'iana;Ce"ient
--ineering,
. :av:r Department, vjashington, D.C., h. G. Asbury,
^. -yright U.S. i;aval Institute, To be published August 1948,
a Ibid., p. 25.
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haTe "been set up for Mia to meet, L-enera.lly, the ne\/ officer
learns from observing his superior or his fellow officers
the stndards that have been set uc for Mm to meet* If
this officer is one of the fortun^^te fe\i, he will confer with
his superior numerous times duriiig the first month of duty
and will learn in this way what standards are set up for him
to meet. Too seldom, the fitness report is used as a basis
for the discussions, yet it is the most convienent foiiri and
is the one to be used for evaluating the officer at the end
of the marking period.
It is true th&t many problems are presented to both the
rater and the ratee in discussirig fitness reports. For the
rater, he must be able to express his views in such a manner
that the ratea will acce ;t tlieaj in a constructive v/ay ratiier
than in a critical fashion. Both must realize that the ais-
©ussion is really a searching, objective study of the ratee's
iifork perfortaanee* The national Industrial Conference Board
iias this to say about evaluations a
••• there are no universal criteria or stand-
ards of r:ieasurer'ent for hurnian qualities. Objective
raea3ure:^ent is available for certain classes of \n:^.i;e
earners (quality and quantity of work), however,
••• total relative value and desirability also ia«
eludes ... degree of cooperation, initative, know-
ledge, ability to learn and su; ervi^e.^
The great ma,lority of the officers in the Havy realize
I Plana for Rating^ i^ioployeaa . national Industrial Conference
Board, Inc., studies in Personnel Policy Uo. 8, Hew York,
June 19 '-8, p. 6.
.>
.i. ^.rti^nce and necessity of fitnoea rerorta» and ua
soon as everyone rea.lizea tliiit ti^ey i-rt; •••(to) jjiovide
cnnparable eatlTriatoB which can "be treated statiL . iy»
. - furnish convienent permanent records,"^, the better will
\be the spirit in which these evaluations are given arid re-
ceived.
Xogioallyt one raitirit well as3k why ciiis research w^b oon-
dacted. During the short period of the writer's service in
I ? .-:i.-u States i<avy» it Ime often occurred to hi.m tYmt
the fitness reports which were submitted formed a profile of
an officer* This profile would be Judged by selection boards
and dett^il officers and thus beoonie the basis of success or
failure in this officer's Havy career. Due to the idiosyn-
rasies of some raters and other circiirastanceu, t.e uriter*»
nowledge of his fitness report contents has been very mea-
lier and consequently the knowledge of the profile was vague*
coking at fitness reports long after the particular situat-
on has passed is insufficient to detemine wherein one e3&«
•lis and wherein one fails. Imrinf?; studios in personnel
work, one is easily and quickly ia^rcsssed with the 43ignifi-
jcance of discussing the evaluatiojie of employees, both in
lithe executive group and in the worker group. The obr >rv; t-
'(lons of several industrial situstions coiifljrjas the '• -rx that
he discussion of evalur-tions has merit. The invc on
f
.
-dinf?8 1 ^' -r. '^' -•-••. •! -o- «-,«T^ -^
-ruce V. >--— - -d
GecrRe '





pre««nted in this paper is an atte t to discover if thm
quirenent of discustiions would "benefit the I avy,
Ma,l0r Variables
The form of the fitness report is standard throu,:ii.out
th« lJaYy« It has "been previously described^ and a copy lias
been placed in Appendix A. During the preceeding fifteen
years, the brsic form of the report changed only onc9« At
that time, about 19^?, sections seven, eight and nine (a)
v/ere substituted for a graphic scale previously uaed \;hich
employed a nuiiorical rating sys^eIa• The forni is submitted
Bc»?!iannually on the officers of all corps and at certain
designated times*
The same for»n of the fitness report is used for all
officers in the i»avy rei^ardless of their particular special-
ity, if one does exist. TtiB officers of the iiupply Corps,
the Medical Corps and all Line officers are evaluated on the
sarLQ form, oeveral of the items evaluated in section seven
are applicable only to officers of the line und to them only
in specific instances*
The construction of the form in many respects pernits
its uae on large numbers of officers v/ithout regard to their
particular speciality* The perraisoibility of the discuaaion
ef the completed report ?Eakes it easier to apply to this
Tiiried group of officers*
The instructions strongly encourage a discussion of the
1 See above, pp*7*8*
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report belbre its submission to the Bureau of llaval lersomiel
for filing in the officer's record "but, unfortunately the
only question which the 'rater must answer is whether or not
the report was shovm to the ratee. There is a great differ-
ence bet' een discussing a report v/ith a ratee and shov/ing it
to him. The later procedure nay involve anything from look-
!' ing at the rou,';h copy of the report after the original has
been mailed to liaving the rater present the report to the
ratee and inquire in an offhand or disinterested inanner
[whether the ratee has any questifms s.bout the report as it
was submitted, A discussion of a fitness report involves
considerable time, personal interest and tact on the part of
the rater. The average interview- shou.ld require from fif-
teen to thirty riiinutes and the rater should discuss, as ob-
jectively 8.S possible, each rating made on the evaluation
and every statement laade. If the rctee is doing sur)erior
work, he should be so informed and, on the contrarjr, if he
is doing exceedingly poor, the way should be pointed out for
him to improve.
"UTienever a report is written on an officer, the quest-
ion of "personalities" enters into the thoughts of some indi-
viduals. It is granted that for a variety of reasons there
are some personalities which clash violently and result in
biased evaluations. It is a reasonable assumption that
clashing personalities constitute only a very minor percent-
age of the thousands of situations existing in the havy.
oome people confuse the personality of the individue.l with
15
tlie tact of the individual. It Is of the utmost importance
that the rater use all the tact at his con^mand in interview-
ing ratees regardin^r fitness reports.
Morale ia intiraatiRly connected with fitness re^iorts.
Vc all liJke to he praised for voi'k perforrnrvnce which is out-
standing, and, for normal Individuals, we ere anxious to
know how we can improve subnorraal performance. Korale, the
word itself, is wost difficult to define. Host people con-
sider morale as the motivating force for cooper ^tive per-
fcricince, or, the attitude of the individual toward the
group endeavor. To und^irmine raoryle in any r.anner is to
destroy the essential element in effective team perfomt nee
whether the situation be in industry or in the ilavy. On th©
other hf?^ind, if we are ahle to eniiance ^rorale, we autoreati-
I
cally ir/?prove team performance. The training which we have
received in our de'?iooracy has indoctrinated us with the
spirit of competition. Ve expect to receive credit for per-
formances where it is due and we expect to be shov/n wherein
our faults lie. l^he liiavy possesses an excollent system for
performing just this function if it is properly used. The
'fitness report, if discussed with the ratee in an objective
!
wiamier, will »ervs the purpose admirable.
Other Viewpoints
Bo previous studies directly concerned with the problem
of discussing evaluations have been found although studies
on this subject doubtlessly exiat. Two theses submitted in
partial fulfillTrent of master's degrees relate to this sub-
16
Ject in a vague manner. One written "by S. L. ?• Ccstello^
In regard to the United Gtr-tos Civil Service CoinraiBsion Byatem
of evaluation states that the inBtructions for evalu' ting
ndividuals encourages a discussion between the rr-ter taid
the ratee.
Another thesis written bj?- !• S. Ilewhinney^ surveys the
forma used by various industries and compares than to the
fTavy fitness report, Ilewhinney surveyed fifty-eigiit differ-
ent industrial concerns and found tiiat only nineteen, or
thirty-three percent, indicated tlmt the ratings were dis-
cussed with the ratee by the rater or a specialist.''
Some of the many other points of view that in&y be held
in this problem will be discussed. The most logical of these
is to continue the present instructions regarding the use of
fitness reports. Admittedly, the syste::i hu3 been in operat-
ion now for several years, and is apparently successful in
fulfilling its mission, ihere are officers in the Nav;/, as
[Well as comparable 'nen in industrj'-, vho resist cliange as
long as the present system can be used. The modification
jjproposed in this paper does not radically change the system.
thers vill contend that by maintainiiig the status quo of
present instructions regarding discussions of reports, no
f
1 The Uniform i:fficigncy Ilating Cy-^ - ^ the ff: - " -- 1 Oovem-
y
Ptont . 11. L. P. Costello, Unpubli _ . .ster^B ,. .„is at
I
IIf)rthv/eBtern University, IJvanston, 111., 1947, Ch.l9.
fe AC' i '- . of the U.o. Ilav?;- Fitness Itepcrt with similar
r ratirij^ for ed in business . L. S. I-iewhinney
I lished liastex li thesis at ITorthwestem University,
. ^^Gon, 111., 19-^7.
Ibid. p. 17.
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poBsibl® hnrm can cok© to the syotG;m, It ia ex,.-'ecxcd x.l.:^.t
tMs trend of thougbt \jill "ba rroven fallacious by the field
work performed in the report, 1 erhape these officers are
reluctai^ to be brought face to f'-.ce \/itb t>ie situation.
Another point held by some exec^itivo© is that evalua-
tion of excmitives is such a theoretical problem tlitt it ia
best to ffilirr.inatf* airsr t-r'-;© of cYr.luation, Under this systcaoat
the 2iavy would be brought back to the manner of prorioticn at
one ti^^e in vogue in which no officers were elirinsted from
promotion, i.e. one "waited until seniority placed hiri ct the
top of the list and then he was automatically promoted. Any
aystejzi of evaluation is better than none at all. This would
•"bviously be a baclrurard step for the IJavy.
Some officers would suggest a return to the system where-
in all fitness reports were so "confidential" in noture that
th«y were available only in the Bureau of Haval Personnel in
Washington, D.C. Supr^orters of this theory feel that an
officer will always exert himself to the utmost and there-
fore need not conceit hiBiself with Ms evaluations. They
further contend that there is a definite breakdown of morale,
especially for officers whose perforsiance has not been at
standard or above, xhe Batioiial Industrial Conference Board
says about this syste^.s
Every supervisrr and executive know® superior
employees who h^^ve resigned or lost intere&t becausfj
they felt their efforts were not being recognized.
It is an accepted psychological principle that one
of the strongest stimuli for self-imp roveii-ient is a
knowled5-::e of one's ovn strengths, wealcneoses and
progress. A systematic rating plan provides super-
18
Tisors with the opportunity to supply this infor-
mation to ever> employee clearly, honestly, and in
such a way that it will be helpful ••»-
Rating "boards hove been suggectGd at various tiirxes and
lare presently in use in several compL^niea. Montgomery Vard
and Cor?Tpany usee this eyatem with great success. At least
three and prefercthly five rr-en senior to the ratee and well
acquainted v/ith his wcrlc performance constitute the rating
bo;-rd. This cornmittee shares equal responsibility for the
evaluation. One of the principle benefits fror^. such a
Bvstem is tlici.t the ratee, when his evaluation is discussed
with him, feels ^rore confident of an unbiased ratiiig. The
psychological effect on the employee is that if this large
liumber of raters can agree on an evaluation, the evaluation
^ust be reasonably accurate. This spurs the einployee on to
better perfomance. The co?:nTnittee s./atem of rating cannot
conveniently be apT^lied to the Havy because so raan,y of the
wavy's units are scattered and s^fiall.
Composite evaluations made from the ratirjgs of a gi*oup
of officers both senior and Junior to the ratee have been
suggested. The success of such a syeiter,! in industry" has not
Ibeen proven and it is doubtfiil if it would be of any value
to the liavy.
The anecdotal rating method is relatively new to the
evaluation field. Under this system, several typical anec-
dotes from the work perforrnance of the ratee are written in
1 'J-i-3oyee .vdtiii^ . Hational Industrial Conference Board, Inc.,
studies in irersonnel Policy, lio. t^9, Hew York, 1942, p. 4.
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lasxratlYe for"ri« Section l**: of the present fltnesa renort
Is somewhiit Ql"<ii3ar to tMs inetJiod of ev.'alUiition« ho specific




3tat«fn<»nt of tlie irohl^m
The )rt 1« concerned with the advisaliility of re»
vi^ ::; t" p Teoent iriStructions for ccmpletion of fitneee
r«porta in order to secure a more effective evaluation of
the officers of tlic? lx'i>vy, to improve morale Br>d to clearly
-^'nt the way for officer »elf-i-'^";.'^rovemeiit» It ia propoeed
that these aime -.iiy be accorr; ! 1 g': .ed trjrcu;.*h tho reqiiir<-2ment
of a dlBcuG'dirn of ccr.-^leti^d fitncs^o reports betvccn the
rater and the ratee»
The ob^f^ctive of this atu<iy is to deterriine whether or
not t~ iiBCussion of the .• -^ '•.'•;let*^d ro.; ox-t 'fcexvesn tlie ra^er
and the ratee rj.^ - ..ce the va^lue rif the current fitnese




In order to deterraine whether or not the discussion of
Ifitness reports hetv^een the rater and the ratee is of value
to the HaTy or not, an attitude survey was conducted. The
guided interview/ tecymique w£cs employed in the personal
lntervi«3\jiiig of over h^ilf of the i^roup of officer r^^-tees
ised as 3Ub,1ects» The interviev/ attempted to discover wheth-
er the ratees desire a discussion of their fitness reports,
^rhetlier such discussion has benefitted auiy of tlie ratees in
he past, and vhetVier there were an;>'" other posaihle uses
tor the fitness report. The remaining subjects in t"i:e group
yere given instructions as to the ue^ired manner of coiaplet-
I
Ing
the questionnaire. All officers used as sub.' acts were
n perrrianent active duty with the IJavy.
Interviews were also conducted vith aa Ftaxiy raters
18 practicable to detennine their attitudes toward a dis-
cussion of the fitness rei">ort. These interviev/s attempt to
i
Liscov^r the benefits that raters expect froEi the discussion
pid their criticisms and ob.i actions to such a tecimique.
A comparison of the contents of two groups of fitness
i'eports was made to determine if any significant difference
'Existed betveen those shown to ratees tnd those not shown
o ratees prior to subnlssion fox* filing in the Bureau of
aval Personnel.
The validity of the results of the experiment vas
controlled through the randon S(?lection of ratees to be
I
n2
Interrlmradf in so far &a thle '^xs pritctic%;ubl« within the
liiaitod 4seo3Jfaphi05-l ax'oa that could 'be covered* The ques-
tiona v«re r'??rared ao that t'aey ; rocecded frojn the f?eneral
to the 3;Gcific and leading quesitloiis uere elliJiimttod to fe
greatest extent ro»9l^l®« The intervia\/lng w&3 condM«ted
Bfilely oy the writer of this paper* Xhe ODripariuon of the
fitnesi) reports « .=. done hy randora selection I'roia the cora-
rlote files ut the Bureau of Xiaval . ersciuiel in ai^v.ingtoiiy
A SQore complete discussion of the methods UB©d in the
t follovo.
Thm determination of the eqiAulizj or ^.c-n-fsquulity of
fi'. -irts vao ;TioLd6 to find if the ratora in the one
I'ts differently trjan raters in the
ther group, form vhq prepared, for abetrticting the
•r:/ ii-ifGrrii>.tion frcan the tvc groups of re;.ort«3» A
copy of this fonr. iw a^diiliited in /LPiJs*iai<iL B, One cToup
was formed fj-osc those reports wMch md c -en aaen "by ratees
prior to thoir c Jtiion to the Buriaau of i*aval iersonnelt
the other group vaa forssed from tho©e reports vhleh ha.d jitot
b^ en seen by ratees prior to tbeir submission. The infor»
ipi-ticn iiQi^T,T^czcd conai^'c^d of all ?nf;.i'lii ijga in sections
aeven» ei^jht and nino (el) and -i c^-tegorical chock list of
the c i.iu ir. c c'.:: ;;i vu. I.e. ..
, ..Jitional inforrs-^itlcn
sonceming the rank and oorrs of the rateo vais used for
iitic.i.1 control purpoiies* is'or pariiosea of this istudy,
i
pnly the fl: -^- ot" officer^ . u,. :;d -./lir^ie rarAa i/ere
I-
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Ensign througli lieutenant Goirrnander.
The sample was obtained from the official current fit-
ness report file in the Bureau of Haval personnel, by select-
ing the first usable fitness report from each file drawer.
The file drapers contain the records of all officers within
the ranks desired in alphabetical order, Fitness reports
that were subBiitted more than tv/o years before the date of
the investigation v/ere eliminated as were reports submitted
while the officer concerned was a student or in any other
situation where there was no actual performance of duty.
Only one fitness re ort was taken from each file.
The officer ratee subjects v/ere interiyewed individually
within the Hinth i.aval district or were insti'ucted ivhile
there as to the nianner of completion of the liatee (Question-
naire e:j^Jiibited in Appendix 3. it is regretted that a more
homogeneous sample could not be obtained but the writer was
rather strictly limited in the geographical area that could
oe covered. A majority of the interviews were conducted at
Great Xakes Haval Training Station. The interviewer first
put the interviewed at ease in order to establish easy com-
munication. About thirty minutes were spent v/ith e. ch ratee.
The questions v/ere asked exactly as they appear on the form.
The ansviers were recorded as nearly as practicable as they
were spoken by the ratee. Upon completion of the interviev/,
the interviewed was asked to review the answers as recorded
to insure their correctness and then quest ic-.ned as to wheth-
er or not there was anything more he wished to add to the
24
tlon sheet* The interviewed vere inferred tmt t^elr
J would not a pe- r in eon^lunction with the writiri^ of
the project.
I
The intervieving of the raters folio-wed much tlie &mm«
j-rocedure ae for the ratees» The ros^-jor difference -wii-is in
the fnrm of the qu .%tionniJ.ire« IVo separate forma were
used* cories of which are contaiiied in ^ippendix J • One form
was for r< ters v.ho advocated the discusaing of fitness re-
ports^ tie other w; n for ritera who did net advocate the
discu..;slrn, .''iftcr irie X'reiirri2Si<ji.riea of the iatei'view, the
rbter vt.,6 :-.•. sk^, rjvmoint ryarding discuBDicns of fit-
ness retorts, and the appropriate queoticn shaet was lu^ed
fro?a then on*
In the review of the comT:>leted report© on file in. the
Bureau of Haval I-er8onnelt aprroxi-mtely s«venty~f5ve re-
ports were abstr£:.cted for Ofich group, T5iis numher vls con-
sidered eufficient to give a fair iMleation of any eil.-.:nlfi«.
cant differences* The t^i^o groups were cop^>o0ed of these
:*t» which the rate®© hcid not seen and thogie reports
the ratees had seen* Unfcrtur*.^it'5ly there w.^.ib no d of
determining \jhsth<»r or not the rer ort had been discus ^e.
v'ilar sitiiaticn exist «!d ar^onj?: the ratees intervit^/ed*
lany of the ratees Kid seen t5ieir rerorta, isut, had not diss-
:d th^frn vlth f^^ mter» •;' df Tatfion 1'*'tr^^nr5 m,;ed
:-i:^it©a hv f-r^ tlr'? ?tva?la:ble. It in r<?cnc::nlp;f5<t t^mt a
r and "^re hf P^rA-r^ .trj^oun of ratees rrA^lit result in
entirely different conclusions than those of this paper.
The number of raters intervieived is not of primary concern
inasmuch as the ^r-ain attempt in their case was to uncover
Borne of the tj'^pical o'bjecticns to the procedure and to un-
cover some of the "benefits found "by those raters who do dis-
cuss the reports.
The factor of motivation on the part of all interviewed
was excellent. The cooperation of the majority of officers
was aoove what had been expected. It is strongly felt that
the cooperating officers felt that any project conducted for
the Havy was to their best interests, iiany of them exhibited
a keen interest in the problem and discussed it with the
writer at great length.
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/jwilysis of C.uoatiormtiircs for iiat«os
A copy of trie fom uo««i for Interffleviii^ rateea is
in ..ipendlx B» !!o«t of the quetitiona zisked the rates
covild iiot b« easily answered vith & c»tegorlc^.l yes or no*
:r-vV'. :nr f ':-\a- r- tce» baviiisg aas*v/«-red the quo&tion "by yem
or nvt • uvked M» reeson» for so dolri^. The general
covered b^r the questicnst except tHcae de.. d aoXe«»
ly for identifying ths ijroupe, i.e. que&ticns riu?5hcrs two
and three, were thots© which the iiive'..tlgator has fcund vari*
ous induatris-l corcerns coverii^j in their aKecutive evr^lua-
tionc- sum vhich Vne irrveDtiuator feels would probably b«
covered fully in interviews regarding the (somploted fitness
Ircpcrt between the re, ortix*^ officer and the r&tec. They
are arst^s tc which the fitness rcv.'Ort is easily ad&;;t&hle for
coverage and arc^s which the successful adrdnistrut cr con-
'eiders in the evaluation of an individual. They likeuise
-0 areas with vhich the ratee riust be thoroughly acquainted
n order to 1:^,1; rove- hiniself» and in wiaa pi-rticular case the
Yy in general* The area^; include the vfio.Bon fcr the fit-
i: :-wO report 8y8tmn» iMi^rovernent of th© re. :» soci., 1 ccrn*
r tibility of the ratee to work situationt 'T'^ '' v ticn of the
U' tee and otaiidx.rds of the rater.
The CO -plot cd queutionnairoa ii-.li conveaitifntly into
(."iree cate 'orient thoi;o who have not seen their lact fitness
-'tt t'-^-oGc who ro /-, or were £ihc\m their l^uit r". tnese
report and those who >iad had their I. ..^ fitness re *^^t die-
^
thece c&tesorlcs vore, twenty-five vho «iid not foec the re-
port » forty-fcur x.-ho '^mcl x-e^id the r«jr-nrt and alcTen ^vho liad
had tlitj i*^i.Oi;. u*.:^v;-..^«.- ,.i*^: -/icn» iiince there weris ouly
eleven is. the tMr-d group, tiie liiSt two groups v&re ccnbiadd.
There ia some liissiXarity e:j;.ieta*i:: ^..^tveea tliese sroup© einee
In each instrrcfs the rated officerd wcx'o avars of tlie rating.
Xlie cl'iicer £5ub,1ects for tMa s^orvcy were obti^ined
tfttiiiu Use *iiiitii . . . -*wo*j.ct»-^
2?
Un« Avi£4.tion ot&ff tGt&l
lieutenant
CoasimMer
S 10 2 15
Lisutexmnt 16 5 5 PA
Xieutenant
Clunior grade)
20 5 9 34
EnsiEn 6 1 7
Total 45 18 17 80
table !• iiate© sub^Jeets 1^ liank and Broad ClasslfloatloB
AtJT^roxijfately one half of the queatlonnalros were eom^
dieted throiigh porscn^l interview of the investigator with
the ratee« The other half of the queotionnaireo were ooift*
^Istod after rather broad verbtU. irnstructlons to the group
Ijollectively and thrcugjh a meeorc-indio^s Issued with fj. o3;i quest-
ionnaire* ihrough i$epars,te tiibuliction of the answers sub*
sitted by the two groups it was evident that little differ-*
. See above » t>»23.
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nee existed bet^^cen there, exoert that those who were lnst»
ructed co21eotiv«?ly tended to omit a larger riu Ik^i nf aii<-
5-vers t>irough fa-ilure to comiiletely iiiiderstaiid the question*
{H^ueetion number one asked for the attitude of the ratee
to'vrd the fitness report systera* If the ratee fully under*
tands the reasoning "behind the fitnets report systsra, and
Ithe IcnouTi faults of the systemt ^^ ^^^y offer scnstructive
uriticiam or ap- rove the eystera. An understanding of the
yatem can be achieved through a. u;li^c^.a!iiryii of x,iiq fitness
<?Tort» Seventy-three percent of ths ratess who rmid or dis«
ussed their reports felt that the system vas .satisfactory
r offered confitructiv© criticise while forty-six percent of
hose who had not seen their reports felt the syaters vae
atisf&ctory*-^
Question number fotir inquirnd an to th© dRSiribility of
discussion of oom^.leted fitnesB reT'or-;:. ... . : -n
verwhelming roajority of the group in favor of the discuss-
on, eighty-three percent. The major reason given hy those
ho did not ^ve the idea was that it was too tia.& con-
uming. lliis reason is entirely invalid hecauoe the innprove*
nt Ox executive perfonuf-nce is the got>.l of every sucg^ss-
ul administrator a.nd any means used ho obtain this goal is
% / of the time apj>lied,
iH,ueistion numl'-m- five c,.sk^id <ev or not the ratee in-
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rraph !• Comparison of Percentages of Answers i*eceived
from Ilatees.^
1 Complete niaaaerical tabulations contained in Appendix 0.
\
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tended presently to malce a career of the navy, i^igixty-nine
percent of those v/ho read or discusBed their reports do in-
tend to make a career of the i;aTy, while eighty percent of
those v/ho did not see their reports intend to make it a
sarecr* Although this difference is not particularly sig-
lificant, the secretivenesss of fitness reports may be a
sontrihutcr:^ cau.se to reoignations from the 3srvice«
Q,ue8tions nu^nbora seven and nine inquired into the
social compatihility of the ratee to the work situation*
Q,uestlon number seTon asked if superiors had a fair
.inderstanding of the ratee* s capabilities and limitations.
>eventy-8ix; percent of those seeing or di&cuasing their r«-»
3orts ansvered in the affiraative. Only sixty-four percent
>f those who iiad not seen their fitneaB reports answered
ffirms^tively. A discussion of the fitness report greatly
ssists "both the rater and ratee in understanding completely
e capabilities and limitations of the ratee. It is inter-
jstinf:^ to note that only one out of eleven v;ho had discussed
heir reports ansv/ered this question negatively*
Q,U98tion number nine e.s'k.ed if subordinates had a fair
understanding of the ratee* s capabilities and lirdtaticne.
igl^ty- eight percent of those seeing or discussing their re-
orts felt that their subordinates understood their capabil-
ties and limitations while only sixty-eight percent of those
}fho did not see their reports felt this way. It is entirely
] irobable that those who are fully acquainted with the Hianner
: n which superiors observe their work has a direct bearing
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on their working with subordinatea and the lattsr's under-
standing of tho rate<3»s capabilities and liaitationa. V.'^ien
those who had discussed their reports are taken separately,
none of these officers expressed fi negative ajiswer.
The tenth question inquired whether or not the ratee
vas aware of his personal strenr^ths and weaknesses. A total
'of eiijlity-four percent of those who v:ere fully ucCiUainted
with their ovciluations answered affinmtiTely* i'ifty-six
percent of those who had not seen their reports ansv/ered
affirmatively. Although laost of t}ie reasons were based on
"past experience" or personal inventory, it must "be assumed
that knowledge of fitness report contents played a signifi-
cant role in this deterrrdnation by the individual*
(Question number thirteen incmired about the knowledge
of the ratee of the standards set up by the rater for him to
aeet as a Naval Officer, The standards referred to here
were not particularly those required by i^avy xiegulations or
other official publicEition, but those intrinsic standards
I
set up by each individual rater v/ithin his own unit* x'er-
haps they would be more adequately described as the personal
standards of the rater or the rater's standards of ethics
within his profession* ?'orty-nine percent of the ratees who
Siad complete knowledge of their evaluations felt that they
new the standards of their rater while only twenty-nine
h-»ercent of those who had no knowled^jie of their reports could
pay that they kne^»/ the standards of the rater* Cne of the
ost effective Methods for corariuni eating the standards of
r
"^2
any coinTnand to the o^'^'-^^^^'s •"itain the corainand is throiigh.
discussions, The fituess report discussion is an ideal time
and place for the coranunication or raiterax-ion of auch stand-
ards, and failiHi^ that, simple knowledge of the- contents of
the fitness report is a method*
Question nunher sixteen in regard to trainiiig v/hioh the
tatee v/ould request if given the opportunity^ showed a slight
but significant aifference in that eighty-nine percent of
those who were a^^are of their fitness report contenta could
choose their training as opposed to seTonty-nine percent of
those v/ho had not seen their fitness reports. In the dis-
cussion of the fitness report, the rater should point out
the methods whereby the ratee can improTe himself in his
rariouQ v/eaknesses*
Q,ueBtion numhar seventeen asked the ratee's opinion of
;he representiveness of his fitness reports to interested
)ersons at the Bureau of i«iaval .i-ersonnel« Geventy-one per-
ent of those who had read or discussed their reports felt
hat the representation would he proper while only forty-
j^ight percent of those who had not seen their fitness reports
nswered affirmatively. i\irther, all of those v;ho had had
heir fitness reports discussed with thera felt that the re-
orts would represent them properly. Confidence in the op-
eration of any systein is necessary on the x>*-AJ^t ^^ ^^^^ part-
icipants. This lack of confidence in how well the fitness
reports represent them results from a lack of discussion and
training in the use of the system.
fiuestions nur/iters six, eight, eleven, t<:olve and fif-
teen failed to show any si£:nlficr?nt differences "between the
groups. It aprears that the questions do not relate direct-
ly to the matter contained in fitnesG reports.
xhe results of this survey have demonstrated that the
discussion of the fitnes:8 report, or failing* that the showing
of the fitness report to the ratee, would enliance the under-
standing and confidence of the r:iitec in the fitness report
Bj^stem, satisfy the natural desirco cf the ratee, roiilre the
social coirpatiMlity of the reteo in the ^•/crk situation more
desirable, assist the ratee in finding his strengths ejcid
weaJ^nesses and point out the training needed to improve the
professional ability of the ratee.
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Chapter V
Analysis of Questionnaires for Raters
It is mmndiitory in any study of this ch;vrttcter tlut the
opinion of all crncerned with the proposed system by sout^ht
out and eTaluited. The raters were questioned usimr the
forms exhibited in Appendix B. The tent tive dividing line
between the raters and the rttees was drawn at the rr^^nlc of
Lieutenant CorsTnander "because officers of this rank and below
vere mere acceseible within the area. It v;as not the inten-
tion of this study to draw conclusions from a biased group
SL8 might appear but because expediency demand <'d the use of
the particular ranks chosen, InasMuch as most officers of
the rank of Lieutenant Corrmander and higher are in positions
where administrative resprnsibility requires tliat they eval-
late subordinates, their opinions \^ere sought out in the
category of raters.
The procedure^ and locale*^ of the interviev;s have been
previously described. The questionn«.iires atteisi ted to dis-
sever the attitudes of the raters tov.:.rd the fitness report
Bystem in gener:xl, why the raters do or do not discuss fit-
fiesa re ortB, the procedure of discussions, otVier values of
the fitness re-ox't, methods used to coci]?iunic:^-te the rater's
standards of performance to the ratee, the observed effect
of the discussions on the rater, the ratee and the unit.
L . ;->ee above, p.23.
^ Ibid.
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possible differences between discussions within units afloat
and ashore, and the rater* s objections to a required discuss-
ion.
The sample chosen consisted of a total of eleven off-
icers, eight of X'fhcm advocate the discussion of fitness re-







Table P» Rater Subjects by Hank and Average Yeurs
ComTnissioned Service-
It is regretable that a vnore complete sample waj:; not
available to the writer but lack of sufficient tirae was the
major reason for the insufficiently broad sample.
In expressing their attitude toward the fitness report
system in general, only Wo of the group thought it satis-
factory. Four of the raters thought the system needed a
comrlete revision. The major objections to the report form
fall into three groups. First, the percentile rating system
used in sections seven, eight and nine (a) should be elimin-
ated as it does not select officers and the categories are
not fully descriptive of officers. Second, the present form
is biased in favor of a satisfactory report making it diff-
'icult for the rs.ter to submit an unsatisfactory report,
reference was mad.e here particularly to sections seven.
:t>»i.'
?6
eight and 112 ne (a). Third, raters are either unable or un-
willing to place in writixig their true opinion of the ratee.
The writer is of the opinion that the latter two of their
ohjections can he overcome through instruction in the proper
methods of prernring fitness re; orts and through the dis-
cusjuion of reports hetv/een the rater and the ratee. The
first ohjection has b^^en validated in so fur as the fi^ilure
of the system to select officers,^ and it is the writer's
opinion that unless the objective mecsureinents are either
changed to confrrn vith specific positions or are given more
careful descriptions tliat they should be deleted entirely*
One rater suggested that only a written descri ti n of the
officer be r<!='quired« This would be a greatly enlarged section
twelve of the present form and would be similar to the anec-
dotal rating method.'^
Raters who discuss fitness reports with ratees appear
to do so for two primary reasons. First, is to inform the
ratee of the rater's opinion of Viis work perfcrrftance and
therebj-- improve morale. Second, is to compliment good work
performance and to off < r constructive critlcisra in the case
of substandard work perforE^ance indicating the proper methods
for improving the ratee 's perforiance.
The general procedure for a discussion by the raters
seems to be standardized. The rater chooses an appropriate
1 See below, p«44.
S See above, p. 18.
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time and pl*-ce fcr the dieoueQiont and puts the ratec at
ease rior to corarrefnclntf the discuooion. The general coiit-
ente of the re ort are tUcen up and then s ecific pointa am
deuircd by ti.a rt.ter or the r;..ten, ^lio diacusuioa ia ^^-i-de
vQ ol^lectlvo as T5ftssll:le and "rjeraonalltinQ^* are eliminated
as much aa practicable. Constructive criticliJT!i io offered
"by the rater and the nethoda fcr ir-provli^ the ratee'o work
are dlBouased* Uie int^'nrity^ i«U8t end on a note of r'atuul
coiixi donee and respect by both arti :is ^nd it is t.ie rater*
©
ret. oltll^ty to irnure this.
?our rat rs in trie tcrou- offered other x>03sible uoe© of
the fitnesu report besides the routine aeleoiion and <iSBignp»
-ent purposes. VI <5se usee were to provide an ©.tportunity to
offer constructive criticiam where necessary, to C0!fJTamc...-.'L.3
the standards of performance exv^ected by the rater of the
- 5 d to enhenco the anderot&nding between the r&ter
and the ritee. 2t is the writer* s o inion that all of f"---
airs are consistent with the prescribe 5 uses for fitness re-
ort 3 and may be ccnvienently accoisplia ^^ed by an ii:it*?rview«
Cf thni^p vB.tr^.'.
.
'o v.r^d diwcussvd their fitnt_.. _-«5port.a
with the ratees, six out of the eight rex ort ed that ti i-
er'-il offecv . a the ratc-e }iad been good and the s^uae number
rerorted thut they f€lt the ct . .n stren^:ti.ieiicd by
the
.
lac'iaajon. -ione of the raters reported any adv rse «ff<»
ort ^n disci r;i:.,_ _ „ result of the disc.'- "^^nns '•it all
rercrtPd t^.at t'ricr© existed a STiall p rcent f r who
'-'"'? ted tiie -lucuoiiirn.
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Five of the cigVit ri-^ters who irnaa discussed fitness re-
ports reported that at some time they had encountered a feel-
ing of ina.dequacy or ernbarra.si.rn.ent during,; the discueoion.
But, they felt that this was due mainly to inexc erif3nce. Six
of this group felt that they had a bf^tter understanding of
the ratee after the discussion, while the other tvo said that
they had for^aed their opinions before tl?e discuGsicn. ilone
of these raters felt tliat the time required to diecuss the
report had been wasted.
Only two of the* raters in the entire group thought that
a discussion of fitness reports should be r^iandttory for the
entire Kavy. The ma^lor objections to such a regulation were
the rater's lack of training in such a procedure, the in-
pract icality of such a procedure in ir.-iny conaaands where there
are tf, large nurber of ratees, the tendency to trc't the pro-
cedure as routine, and special circumstances surrounding
many Cises. Several wr-re emphatic in their .iesire that all
fitness reports be shown to the ratees in any caoe.
Three of the raters were of the opinion that the sit-
uation at sea was different from that ashore. The principle
reason for the difference they thought was in the different
living conditions tlmt exist.
In sunnarj'-, the rotrrs, in general, are not wholehe^^rtedly
in support of the preoent fitness r<^rort system, tViey use the
fitness recort discussion for corirauni eating to the ratee their
desires b.b to parfonimnce, they have noticed many benefits
to be derived frow the discussion, the gre-^t majority of the
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rateee accert the discussicno as they are intended, and
they feci thrit there is no gre< t difi^'erence between the
situation afloat and ashore. The r? ters, in general, do
not desire to see the discussion of fitness reports become
'••^findatory. The raters aur-nort the ider of discussions but
prefer to leave the decision as to whether or not the dis-




Analysis of j"ltnep:r? -^i^i^ort Coraparisona
The foTn used for abatrE-ctiiig tlio inaterial fron the
itness reports on file in the bureau of Javal 1 ersom.iel
s exhibited in Ap endix B«
The form was de-/iaed to obtain the data recorded in
ections seven, eiKlitj nine (a) an6 twelve. The aLatract-
on of the data contained iu sections ssevcn, eight and
ine (a) v/as dlraply accoinplished Ly the e^a.cu tx'aiii^rer of
he data from the fitness report to the fori?!. For section
welve, hovever, it was necessary to lalie categories for
line written rmterial in order to record it, x.ine categories
rfere allowed for, with four degrees in each for co / ents
ihout the officer. J.n:;ifa:;iuch aB the gre^c -Hu-^uri i^,^ of fitness
repox'ts seem to "be £>tereotyped, this for?a for plixci-ig the
cemar-iia in categories a3:>peax*ed to be aufx'ioieiit. An. exaaapl«
>f the use of the form will hs given }jr£e* l^f the comments
in section twelve were:
Lie-^tenant oMitxi liaa ! erfor:.;t.ed his u..i,wias as
Gunnery Officer of this ship in an excellent man-
nor. lie hae- a likeu'ble perac-jisili ty iuid uindli-iis his
division well. He Jias developed metiiods for per-
forming the routine reports of the auraaery De:part-
inent which are outstanding. lieutenant Smith's
conduct and loy^''.lty to tJie sex'vict? i-re aoove rs-
ornach,3-
Che form would he checked in the favorable comment coluvnn
snce each in Personality, Leadership, ReST-^onsihility, Con-
L A typical, but hypotijetical, entry for section 12
»
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iuctf Work i^ethods and Vork Performance.
Fitness reports are received "by the Bureau of EaTaX
ersonnel at a rate of over 7,000 per month. The reports
eoeived on a typical day for the ranks of Lieutenant Com-
der through I^nsign were analyzed with respect to the n\»n-
er shown to officers before suhmission to the Bureau and
or the numbers received from commands afloat* Table 5
ives a summary of this information.
C ommands Commands
Afloat Ashore
Reports shovm 75 67
to ratees.
Reports not 15 24
shown to ratees.
Table 3« Fitness Reports received at the Bureau of
Naval Personnel on 10 June 1948 grouped
by Command and reference to Kate©.
An analysis of Table S results indicates that twenty- two
percent of fitness reports are not sho^-m to the ratees. if
ihose reports not shown to officers because of unavoidable
ifficulties are eliminated, the percentage would probably
e nearer fifteen.
In selecting one fitness report from each file drawer
o obtain the sample, the first usable report was selected
intil a sufficient nt-mber was obtained for each rank and
classification. V-Tien approximately representative numbers
rere obtained for each group, any additional fitness reports
Tailing into the group were eliminated and the next usable
one in that file was selected. In the opinion of the vriter,
tVie selection technique used in oTstaining the sample was
Talid however, a more accurate sampling with entirely dif-
ferent results might well "be obtained "by an experienced re-
searcher.
All reports in hoth groups were classified by the rater
as satisfactory but, it was observed in the case of two of
these reports that tne bureau of i^aval Personnel reclassifi-
ed the reports as unsatisfi:.ctory and returned them to the
ratee for the Istter required by liavy iiegulations in conn-
ection there^vrith. Both reports were retained in the rater's
original clas&ifi cation for the purposes of this study. It
must be realized that about ninety-nine percent of all fit-
ness reports received in the Lureau are classified as satis-
factor;:,^.
A total of seventy- six reports that had not been seen
by the ratees at the time the reports were sub]tiitted to the
Bureau of Haval Personnel were selected.
Lin© Aviation Staff Total
Ensign 8 5 1 14
Lieutenant
(.lunior grade) 12 10 6 28
Lieutenant 10 6 6 22
Lieutenant
Comi^andsr 3 4 5 1^
Total 35 86 18 76
Table 4. Group of it'itness ^^eports not shown to
iiatee by -tank and i.road Classification,
A total of eighty-four reports that hud been seen by
the ratees at the time the reports v/ere aubi.itxed to the
Bureau of HaTal 1 eraoniiel were selQctf>d»
Line Aviation Staff Total
^naign 7 8 S 17
Liei:tonrait
(junicr grjLde) 10 14 4 2&
Lieutenant 7 9 9 25
Lieutenant
Co8iraand«?r 5 4 5 14
Total 29 35 20 84
Table 5« Group of i^itness Heports Miown to U&tee
by xiaxik and Broad Claeeifioation*
It should also be notrrd thit «n only enr? r^^-^-ort in both
s was there a stcteinent that the . . •:' br-sn dis-
cusaed with the ratee. Hov/evert this naist not be taken as
n isni'lieution tliat only one rerort out of 160 is di&oueeed*
The results of the surrey for sections 8ev*5n> eight iind
nine(a) are Dresente^d on the 8uc<^cf*din,. ,-..,„. ,-.. ^^ ercentsige
forw for easy cor:-:;i:rison« A comparison of the rot... . ? sta-
tistically Bho\/s tl^rt the groups differ significantly only
k/hen the totfl inarks in each percentile srouping are totaled
for section seven and vhen totalod for sections b '>t
: nd nine(&)« The statistical difference shows thr^-^- '
"bat t> t difference tetveen the number of rmrks
:-© hicViOst ter; percent colu- n anu u^e next lever twenty
jnt colwji. In both oaseSf the rcrorts of the
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Combined Groups vs» ii^rpected Groups
(Kot obaerred column eliminated)
Graph 8« ^^•^' fieon of 1 larks in Sections Seven. xJight
a;;..... -.i.nD(a) of .witness I-teport urroups»-^
1 bee Appendix D for m^erical tables.
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ing and the reports of those who have not seen them tend to
"be marked in the next lower twenty percent grouping. The
differences in percentages are "beyond three standard deviat-
ions and are thus heyond the normal sampling error. ' It is
not felt that this sniall difference in percentages affects
this study in spite of the fact that it is beyond the nonaal
sampling error. It is possible thct raters tend to mark the
ratee higher if tliey are aware of the forthcoming discussion
or perusal of the report with or by the ratee*
"ivTien both groups of reports are combined, the resulting
curve from the total marks in the percentile groupings of
sections seven, eight and nine (a) is badl;/ skewed to the
right.
2
The results of the survey for section twelve are pre-
sented in Table 6 showing the percentages of remarks in each
category for both groups.
An examination of the tabulated results for section
twelve from the statistical viewpoint leads to the conclus-
ion that there is no significant difference between the
quantity or type of remarks placed on the fitness reports in
either group.
The comparison of the total nuraber of remarks placed in
section twelve of each group is presented in Graph 3. There
is a trend which although not significant is indicative.
1 ;:>ee Appendix D for calculations.
2 See alDove p. 44.
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PaTorable Heutral Construotive x<egatiT«
Goinment Oomifient Criticism Critic!
Rateea Who liave seen their fitness rerortg.
Pereomility
(Charaoter) 29.3 0.5 0.3
Leadership 6.7 0.5 0.5
HespcnsiMlity 6.1 .5 0.3
Conduct 0.5
Work Methods 11.8 1.1 0.3
Work ferfonnanoe ?l.e 5.1 0.5 O.S
Ability 13.© 0.5 0.3
Specific instances
of perfortTiance not
included alcove 0.5 0.3 0.3
Others 0.3






















Table 6. Percentages of Statements in each Category for
Section 12 of iltness Report Groups.^
An Inspection of the graphs shows the trend of those
Iraters vfeo show fitness reports to the ratee prior to sub-
B. See Appendix D for numerical table.
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miaaion to the Bureau of UaTal Persojinel to be inclined to-
w;..rd a Icvrger number of remarks about the ratee« The modes
and mediatna of both frequency distributions axe four, but
the arithr.etical average of the group of ratees vho saw
their fitness reports ia 4.28 as compared with 3.94 for the
group who did not see their reports.
The next logical question to be answered ia what bearing
this survey has on the hypothesis. The survey was conducted
to determine if any significant differences existed between
the fitness reports of those officers who saw them before
jtl*requenoy





Graph 3. Comparison of number of Hemarks in iJection 1!^ of
^'itness Koport Groups.^
1 See Appendix D for table*
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•ubmiasion to the Bureau at ITaTal P^rsoimttl and those who
did not see them. It raay "be concluded tluit there ia no »ig«
nifleant differencf? existing bet^/een the tv/o groups. The
minor tendencies tovard certain tjrpee esdiihlted "by hoth
groups are not conoidered sufficient to v/arrant any other
conclusion. Inaermich as the groups were equeJL and the fit-
iiosa reports were substantially equals it may he further
ooiicluded that ehowing the fitness reports to the ratees




The results obtained from the ratee Questionnaire shov/
four important trends in the thin Ing of the rateee. The
foremost iis the lack of the x-atee*s ccxifi-aeugs in the .re-
lent fitneos repoi't systemn Thia is an appalling conditioru
This invest ig&ti en suggests that th© ab8e*nce of appropriate
trainiisg in the use of the fitness report systsm on the part
of all officers in the Havy contributes directly to this con-
dition.
The mortilc of ratees can be vastly iisproTed through the
r^oval of all veils of secretiveneisg} from the fitijess report.
Am ehowii hy the study, eighty^three percent of the re^tees de-
sire an interview after their fitness report is eoH.;:leted»
The withholding of iiifor!^'--iition of this nature naturally lea.ds
the ratee to ToifstruiDt of the rater, he ff^el© tli^^t the rate^
f
is keeping from him an evaluation which the rater is esha^aed
to display because it is such & poor one»
The study indicated that perhaps the social oo??>patibil-
ity of the r&tee vould be enh*uiced by kncwirig how otner©
iev/ his vork perforMinee*
Finally, the oj^portune time for complimcntii'ig r&tees oo
their past v/ork perforrmact? and pointirv :ay in vhich
y can imr-rove their T5erforT'^«noa t*irough constructive
oriticisin is at the time fitn«^3S rtjports are sub»iitted. 2t
may be pointed out tlu-t rmnj' ratcre aecom lish this on a day
basis rather than waiting; until m fitness re crt iiij.
due for sub^nisai-n, but reiteriition of the fac t the time
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the report is subrdtted will perfoim no harm and may cumbb
the ratee to be vore de^^ply impreased especially vith con-
structive criticism.
All of the inferences listed above may be brought into
action through tlie diGCusaion of com} letod fltnosa reports
betv/een the rater and the ratee*
A total of four inferences luay bo di*avn from the riter
quGstionnaire* The first is the lack of understanding of
the system as it is presently used. It is the writer's
opinion that many of these miaunderrstandings vould be
alleviated if an intensive drive v/as placed on training in
the proper method of using fitnes^^ reports.
Th« probable need for a revision of the present form to
make it more selective of cfficero, es ecially in sections
seven, eight, and nine (a) was indicated*
liaters ^'.ho have discusaed fitnesa reverts hixvc; found
that they and the entire I^avy can easily benefit from using
the fitness report for purposes other trian sir?iple selection
and assignment, /'^^long the chief benefits are the more com-
plete understanding that can be brought about between the
rater ana tlie ratee and the opportunity for complimenting
the ratee' s work or offering constructive criticism.
The raters strongly indicated that they desired the
discussion be left to the discretion of the r-iters and not
be made mandatory.
The comparison of the fitness reports of the two groups
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brought to light three parti cul:rly significant items. The
most importi^nt was that sections seven, eight and nine (a)
fail to select officers. Officers cannot possibly be sel-
ected when ninety-nine y)ercent of all marks are listed in
the upper sevent>= percentile "brackets and eighty-nine per-
cent are liated in the upper thirty percentile brackets.
The meagemesa of information contained in section
twelve of the fitness report is a detriment to the entire
system. It is the v;riter*3 opinion thot if the discussion
of fitness reports was required there would be a more ade-
quate description of the ratee in this section.
There was no significant difference between the two
groups of reports investigoitcd except a small indication
that those shown to officers tended to be mo-rked in the
higher brc.cket. It is apparent tiiat whether reports are
shovvTi to officers or not na.kes very little difference in
the preparation of the report.
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Chapter VIII
Suggestions for Further Investigation
The outstanding topic which arose in this survey was
|the possibility of devising separate rating forme for each
oorps within the iiavy and with separate criteria for the
neasurement of each corpus particular types of duties,
^e subject even suggested that separate criteria be estab-
lished for each type of position within the Kavy. There
is some merit in the firet of these suggestions in the
inciter's opinion.
The need for a training phamphlet for usse in connection
irith the preparation of fitness reports has been evidenced
peveral times in the survey and has been indicated in the
Inferences,
Reviewing of fitness reports by an officer senior to
]the rater as a mei^ns of holdir^g the rater within reaeonf ble
1
Liinits has been suggested. This may have some merit.
The success of the coEunittee system in certain indust-
ri?;l concerns proves that it has MAch merit. Although it
as previously pointed out that the character of the Kavy
rganization prevents the ooeration of such a system, it





The value of fitness reports to the U.S. Navy can he
enhanced hy strongly encouraging a discussion of completed
fitness reports "between the rater and the ratee because:
(1) The morale of the ratees would he greatly improved.
(2) The shoving of fitness reports to ratees has not
changed the rater's opinion of the r::.tee's work
performance appreciably, therefore, it ynust he
assumed that a discussion will not change the
rater's opinion hut v/ould ijrohably require him
to express it iiore fully in the report.
(3) The trainii:.g in evaluating work performance re-
ceived hy the ratee in the discussion would im-
prove his understanding of the system and his
ov/n ability to evaluate others properly v/hen the
occasion arises.
econiAendati ons
The specific recomioendations as a result of this sur-
|(rey are:
(1) An investigation should he instigated hy the Bureau
of i-;aval iersonrel for the purpose of deterraining
the value of a discussion of fitness reports under
much Letter centrolled conditions than were feasi-
ble in this study. Should such a study be con-
ducted, it is recoriirnended that special attention
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b* given to the value of sections aeven, «?i3ht
and nine (a) of the present fitness reoort form
tc the ITavy. The discussion of fitness reports
should be encouraged and space shonld he allotted
on the form for indicating v/hether or not t)ie com-
pleted re; crt h&d been discussed "by the rater and
the ratee Jfointly.
(2) The reference of fitness re. orts to the rttees
prior to tlieir submission to the iiureau of i^aval
Personnel hos "been shovm to he highly desirable by
this particular group of sub.lects. Should further
investigation in this area confirm these results,
it is recc^:r:^end«d that the service be infon-ied of
the advantages found E^nd a thorough trial be t^iven
prior to requiring the procedure.
(3) "i/hile the present instructions repjardintS the uses
and TiiethcdB of the fitness report system have been
considered adequate for lany years, it is the
writer's opinion that a i?iore extensive description
of the s^-ster:-^, its uses, methods and definitions
would be invaluable as a tr;..ining device for the
improve^'^ent of fitness report contents and uses.
A procedure for the conduct of a discussion of th©
ooiaplet.pd rei^ort between the rater and the riitee
should be included for Vae guidance of thoae raters




This survey was undertaken to attempt to discover whe«
ther or not the llavy Officer i^itness :ieport syatem could be
improved through requiring a discussion of the completed re-
port "between the rater and the rate©# After surveying the
available literature and investigatirig several industrial
concerns, the writer found the use of a discussion rather
widespread in progressive companies and highly rncorarnended
in the literature.
The problem was attacked from three directions* i-'irst,
a group of ratees was interviewed to determine tlieir att-
itudes toward the discussion and its associated benefits and
their attitudes toward the fitness report system*
Second, a grou; of raters were interviewed to deterrnine
their attitudes toward the same aspects as those for the
ratees and in addition their attitude toward a required dis-
cussion*
Third, a group of fitness reports on file in the Bureau
of Naval lersonnel were analyzed to determine if any signif-
icant differences existed between those shown to ratees and
those not shown*
The results of the surveys showed that the discussion
of fitness reports between the rater and the ratee should be
strongly encouraged but not made mandatory* The ratees over-
whelmingly desire a discussion of their fitness reports.
The discussion of fitness retorts will probably improve the
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deacriptivencss af the re o.r^tp enhance ti.o iiutunl under-
tvending and respect of "both the riiter cind the ratee, train
the rat«e in the evalu; tion of r;en and lr.provo the >^iorale of
the ratees.
The survey brought into eharp relif^f the appalling laek
of coufi'^eiice tr^oUi^ouX this gro-.p of officer personnel in
the fitnesi: report system and high lighted tl- e need for re-
hrision of sections seven, ei.^ht and nine (a)# It is the
opinion of the writer tliat the fomer c&Ji be alleviated
thi'ough an intensive training j^votivsiA in the use of fitness
reportfi and through strong encourLi^ement of the disousuion*
The si^ecific recorsTfiendations derived from this survey
ares
(1) An investigation should he instigated to deter-
mine the value of a discussion of fitnesa reports
under veil controlled ccnditions* Specicil attent-
ion should be given in such a studj/- to the value
of sections seven, eight and nine (a) of the pre-
sent fitness report form to the U«vy»
(2) The discussion of compisted fitness rej orts should
be strongly encouraged and space should be provided
on the form for indicating whether or not a dis-
cuiscion wti-ij "held*
(3) The reference of fitnesa reports to ratees appeare
to be hSghly desirable* should further investigat-
ion corifiTt-. tl'ic .~tuc.Y, tlie advantages of sueh a
procedure should be
; roinulg&ted and tested through-
out tVie service before requirijig co nliance.
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(4) It is t>ie writer's opinion that a more extensive
d'>8crir>tion of the fitnese report system would be
an invaluable training device for tlie general ira-






The attached revised Officer's Fitness Report is to be used
in place of the old forms, NAVPERS 310 and 311.
This form serves the following purposes:
1. It serves as a report of fitness for all officers both
afloat and on shore.
2. The first carbon
—
(Page 2)—keeps up to date in Bu-
Pers the Officer's Qualifications Questionnaire, which
provides tlie Bureau with information covering each
officer's previous experience and qualifications for
various types of duty.





ing changes in the officer's qualifications and is to be
filed in the Officer's Qualification Record Jacket as
an aid to Commanding Officers and Personnel Officers
in assigning him properly.
This form is to be submitted semi-annually for all officers
(quarterly for Commanders and Captains in command of
units afloat, individual ships or operating commands) and
in all cases of permanent detachment of either the officer
or reporting senior. Special reports on this form will be
submitted ONLY at the fpllowing times
:
1. When directed by higher authority.
2. When officer is recommended for trial by General
Court Martial.
3. Upon receipt of orders for officer to report to Bureau
of Naval Personnel for disciplinary hearing.
4. When requesting detachment of officer (attach to re-
quest).
5. Upon recommendation that officer be disenroUed.
6. When specifically directed by Bureau of Naval Per-
sonnel.
A typewriter is to be used when at all possible in filling out
Sections 1 through 6. Since 96% of all fitness reports
received in BuPers are typed, tlie form has been constructed
for that type of preparation. Care should be exercised that
the carbon copies are legible if a typewriter is not used.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR REPORTING OFFICERS
In deciding on promotions of officers. Selection Boards
must, in effect, compare an officer with others of the same
rank rather than with more arbitrary standards. You will
note that in Section 7 and subsequent sections you are asked
to do just that — compare each officer with all others
of the same rank and corps whose professional abilities are
known to you personally. Please note that the officer is
not to be compared only with the others of his rank now
under your command. For this reason, it is important to
indicate in Section 9b how many officers are included in the
group you use for comparison.
In making this comparison, keep in mind that the group
of officers whose professional abilities are known to you
personally (or any other group of people) will fall into a
normal distribution when graded on any trait or factor
—
that is, there will be a small number at the lower end, a
larger group in the middle, and a small group at the top.
With this curve in mind, compare the officer with the group
and mark him on each factor in Section 7 as falling in one
of the five brackets—the lower 10%, the next 20%, the
middle 40%, the next 20% or the; top 10%. Do not hesitate
to mark "not observed" on any factor which you think not
applicable to the duty in which you have observed the officer
or in which your observation has been too limited to warrant
judgment.
No entry which is made in Section 7 will be considered an
unsatisfactory report. Only adverse comment in Section 6
and entries so designated in Sections 8, 9, 11 and 12 will be
so considered.
An unsatisfactory report must be referred to the officer re-
ported on for his statement which is to be attached to the
report of fitness. In any case open to question as to what
constitutes an entry of an unfavorable or unsatisfactory
nature the officer will always be given the benefit of having
seen the report. (See Article 137 Navy Regulations, Gen-
eral Order No. 62, and BuPers Manual Article C-1006).
The Bureau desires that reporting seniors make every effort
to show each fitness report to the officer reported upon and
to discuss it with him, in so far as practicable. In this con-
nection please note the instructions in Section 12 which
provide that statements of a constructive nature which
refer to minor imperfections or lack of qualifications
do not constitute an unsatisfactory report. On every report
of fitness, the reporting senior will indicate under Section
12 whether the officer reported on has or has not seen the
report.
The reporting senior will sign all three pages of the report
in the lower right hand corner, or will sign the original and
designate a commissioned officer, preferably senior to the
officer reported on, to authenticate Pages 2 and 3 in lower
right hand comer. The officer reported on may sign and
retain Page 3, inserting same in his qualification jacket, if
he is geographically detached from the reporting senior.
The Officer's Fitness Report (Page 1) and the Officer's
Qualification Report—BuPers Copy-
—
(Page 2) are to be
forwarded
—





(Page 3) is to be detached
and filed in the Officer's Qualification Record Jacket.
Fitness Reports are to be submitted promptly and their
preparation is one of the most important and responsible
duties of superior officers. Failure to prepare them object-
ively is detrimental to the efficiency of the Navy. If not
submitted promptly, the rights of the officer reported on
may be prejudiced. The fitness of an officer for the service
with respect to promotion and assignment to duty is deter-
mined by his record.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR OFFICER REPORTED ON
It is your responsibility to fill out Sections 1 through S of
this form and to sign all sheets in the lower left-hand cor-
ner. Submit the form to your reporting senior at the times
specified in the General Instructions above. Use a type-
writer, if at all possible—if not, use ink, but be sure that
all copies are legible.
NOTE: For convenience there is frrinted on the back of these instructions a work sheet which may be used as a draft in preparing the
carbonised set. The work slieet is to be detached before filling out the carbonised set and is NOT to be fonvarded to BuPers.
READ CAREFULLY THE INSTRUCTIONS ON THE REVERSE SIDE
1. NAME (iMt) (lint) (mlildls) RANK AND CLASSIFICATION FILE NO.
SHIP OR STATION PERIOD OF REPORT (mo., day. yelp)
DATE FROM 1 DATE TO
DATE OF BBPOETINO TO




1 DETTACHMENT OP 1—1 DETTACnMENT OF 1—1 REGULAR 1
—1 |—
|
LJ OFFICER REPORTED ON LJ EEPORTINQ SENIOR LI SEMI-ANNUAL LI QUARTERLY LI SPECIAL
2. DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES SINCE LAST FITNESS REPORT (List mnt recent tint and desirlba aonirately. Include perlodi of leave, transit, etc.. also FROM TO
Include Mnployment of ship.) MO. TB. MO. YR.
Hat present duty changed since last ftlness report was submitted? D D
3. IF COURSES OF INSTRUCTION WF.UE COMPLETED DUBINQ PERIOD OF THIS REPORT. LIST TITLE OF COURSE, LOCATION OF SCHOOL.LIWGTH OF COURSE AND DATE COMPLETED. Are you physically qualifiedfor Sea Dutyf
D Yes I—J No [H Kn»w
If Aviator, Indicate No. of
Fliglit Hours Last Two years
tor Each Typo Aircraft (List





SEA KIND OF DUTY
KIND OP DUTY
SECnONS 6 THROUGH 12 TO BE
FILLED IN BY REPORTING OFFICER
NAIUE OF REPORTINC OFFICER OFFICIAL STATUS BELATIVE TO OFFICER REPORTED ON




PRESENT DUTIES? I I YES I I NO
INDICATE MORE RESPONSIBLE DUTIES FOR WHICH HE IS IN TRAINING. (II none, so state) DATE OF EXPECTED
QUALIFICATION
Commeol op spocial or outstanding QualiScations as well as any physical defects, which should be considered in determining the kinds of duty to nhich ho should be detailed. Only comments on





FOR WHAT DUTIES 16 HE REOOMMENDEO?
ASHORE AFLOAT
FOR EACH FACTOR OBSERVED CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX TO INDICATE HOW THE OFPIClj:B COMPAEES WITH ALL OTHERS OF THE SAME RANK. CLASStFICA-
TION AND CORPS WHOSE PROFESSIONAL ABIUTIES ARE KNOWN TO YOU PERSONALLY. DO NOT UMIT THIS COMPARISON ONLY TO THE OTHERS NOW UNDER
YOCIB COMMAND. DO NOT HESITATE TO MABE "NOT OBSERVED" ON ANY QUALITY WHEN AI'PROPRIATE NO ENTRY WHlt^ IS MADE IN THIS SECTION WILL BE
CONSIDERED AN UNSATISFACTORY REPORT WHICH MUST BE REFERRED TO THE OFFICER FOR STATEMENT. ONLY ENTRIES DESIGNATED IN SECTIONS 8, 9. II


















A. SEA OR ADVANCE BASE DUn 1. STANDING DECK WATCHES UNDERWAY?
How does this ofUcer compare In:
NOTE: ITEM (A3) TO BE
MARKED FOB ALL OFFl-
2. ABILITY TO COMMAND!
3. PERFORMANCE IN PRESENT DUTIES AS DESCRIBED IN SECTION 2. ABOVEI
i. REACTIONS DURING EMERGENCIES!
5. PERFORMANCE AT BATTLE STATION OB IN BATTLE DUTIES!
B. INITIATIVE AND I.
ASSUME RESPONSIBILITY WHEN SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS ABE LACKING 1
RESPONSIBILITY 2, GIVE FRANK OPINIONS WHI5N ASKED OR VOLUNTEER THEM WHENNECESSARY TO AVOID MISTAKES?
How well does this offleor: 3. FOLLOW THROUliU DESPITE OBSTACLES IN CARBl'ING OUT RESPONSIBILITIES
ASSIGNED OK ASSUMED?
C. UNDERSTANDING AND SKILL
How well does tills officer:
1. UNDERSTAND INSTRUCTIONS GIVEN. AND USE SUGGESTIONS OFFERED!
2. EXERCISE JUDGMENT!
3. RATE IN TECHNICAL COMPETENCE IN
HIS SPECIALTY. IF ANY! (Name Spcciallyl
I. INSPIRE SUBORDINATES TO WORK TO THE MAXUVRTM OF THEIR CAPACITY!
D. LEADERSHIP
How well does this officer:
2. EFFECn'l'ELY DELEGATE TASKS AND AUTHORITY I
3. TRANSMIT ORDERS. INSTRUCTIONS. AND PLANS!
4. ORGANIZE HIS WORK AND THAT OF THOSE UNDER HIS COMMAND OR
s^PER^^SION f
5. MAINTAIN DISCIPLINE AMONG THOSE UNDER HIS COMMAND OR DIRECTION!
1. ABILITY TO WORK WITH OTHERS!
How does mis officer compare in:
2. ABILITY TO ADAPT TO CHANGING NEEDS AND CONDITIONS!
3. JnUTARY CONTJUCT—BEARING. DRESS. COURTESY, ETC.
!
INDICATE YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARD







(UNSATISFACTORY) TO HAVE HIM!
BE PLEASED
TO HAVE HIM! DESIRE HIM!
Oa Considerino All Officers of the Same Rank,
'• Classification and Corps. Whose Professional
Abilities Are Known to You Persooally.]—
r
























How many Officers are included In the
group used (or the comparison i n 9a?
10 OR
I—
I 10 TO f—I OVER
LESS LI 50 I ^50
)0 c6mMENT IN SECTION 12 AND GIVE REFERENCE HERE TO ANY COMMENDABLE OR ADVERSE REPORTS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE ON THE OFFICER DURING THIS PERIOD
1 1 HAVE YOU ANY ADVERSE COMMENTS TO MAKE REGARDING THIS OFFICER'S
'
' QUALITIES OR PERFORMANCE?






NO If ye,, explain
Id Section 12.
UNSATISFACTORY. Yes In either Item of Section II
constitutes an unsatisfactory report and must be referred
to the officer (or statenent.
ij Give in this epace a clear, concise appraisal of the officer reported on and his performance of duty. Including any worthy of special mention. Include recommendations as to promotion. Any state-
mentB of unsatisfactory performance, ability, character, or conduct must be referred to the officer for statement. Statements of a con8lrucll?e nature which refer to minor imperfections or lack o(
Qualifications do not constitute an unsattafactory report. For example: "This officer was a little slow lo setting started but Is now malting good progress" or "This oQlcer Is well qualified in ms
present duties but has had no experience at sea" would not bo uuaaU^factory In nature.
Che<k one of these boxet — 1 CONSIDER THIS BEPOBT TO BE LJ SATIHFACTORT I I UNFAVORABLE I I DW6ATISFACT0RY
(If additional space Is needed attach ertra sheet)
SIGNATURE OF OFFICER REPORTED ON (Appllea only to Sections I through S) SIONATUBB OF REPORTING OFFICER Has this report been l | „
shown or referred to \ I '••
offleer reported oof .—
i
DO WOr FORWARD THIS SHEET TO SUPERS
OFFICER'S FITNESS REPORT
NAVPERa-3IOA (REV. 6-45)
PLEASE TYPE THIS FORM
If no typiwrltvr Is Kvailable um Ink but ba »ur« all loplM va l«glblo.
59
] NAME (lael) (tlrsl) <mlddla) RANK AND CLASSIFICATION fILC ND.
PEIIIOO OF REPORT (D%. (tar. «Bt)
DATS rROH 1 DAIB TO
DATE OF REFORTINO TO
PRKSKNT SHIP OR STATION
OCCASION FOR REPORT




IlErORTiNO HL-NIOR n RtMCUlBHEMl-ANNUAL LJ qiiartkhlt D special
2, DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES SINCE LAST FITNESS REPORT (Lilt fflntt reeont flrit end daierlbe teaurately. Inelud« fiarioda of laav^ tntitlt. alt.. ll*o
Intfuda anployment w1 ihlp.)
Hna Brateitl duty ahawfled linae laat fltnaia faport wm auhmlHedf IL




ir Aviator, Indleate No. of
Flight Hours La*t Two yoari
for Each Typo Aircraft (Lftt





SECTIONS 6 THROUGH 12 TO BE
FILLED IN BY REPORTING OFFICER
NAME OF REPORTINQ OFFICER OFFICIAL STATUS REIaATIVB TO OFFICKR REPOHTKn ON
IS THIS OFFICER OUALIFIEO TO PER-
FORM ALL HIS r-i r—
i
PRESENT DUTIES? 1 I VES LJ f
INDICATE MORE RESPONSIBLE DUTIES FOR WHICH HE IS IN TRAINING. (If noBN a* atala)
Comrnent on apoclal or outtUoding Quallficattoni ai well as any phTsicsl defoeU. which ibould be coDflldorad In detcnnlDlng tbo kinds of duty to which b« atrauld b« detallod. Only commenU od
guallflntloni itKnKlcanl lo daUllIng tboald be eolerad htn. ANT C0U1IKNT8 RSOABDINa FITNBas FOR PROUOTION SHOULD RE ENTEURD IN SECTION 13 ONI.Y OF PACK L
FOR WHAT DUTIES IS HE RECOMMENDEOI
ASHORE AFLOAT
FOR EACH FACTOR OBSERVED CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX TO INDia\TB HOW THE OFFICER COMPARES WITH ALL (KTHERS OF THE SAME RANK. (HaASSIPICA-
TION AND CORPS WHOSE PROFESSIONAL ABILITIES ABE KNOWN TO YOU PERSONALLY. DO NOT LIMIT THIS COMPARISON ONLY TO THE OTHERS NOW UNDER
TOUR (XIMMAND. DO NOT HESITATE TO liABK "NOT OBSERVED" ON ANT QUALITY WHEN APPROPRIATE. NO ENTRT WHICH IS MADE IN THIS SECTION WILL RK

















A. SEA OR ADVANCE BASE DUn 1. 8TANDINO DECK WATCHES UNDERWAY I
How do** thU offletr eompir* In:
NOTE: ITEM (A3) TO BB
tIABKED FOB AIL or»l-
CEB«.
2. ABILITY TO COMMAND I
8. PEBFOHMANCE I.N PRESE-NT DUTIES AS DESCRIBED IN SECTION J. ABO\-EI
4. REACTIONS DUEINO EMEBGENCIE8I
-.. PEBFORMANCB AT BATTLE STATION OB IN BATTLE DUTIES I
B. INITIATIVE AND 1. ASSUME BEsrONSIBILITT WHEN SPECIFIC INSTRUCTIONS ARE LACKINOI
RESPONSIBlUn 2. GIVE FRANK OPINIONS WHEN ASKED OB VOLUNTEKIt THEM \VHKNNECES8ABT TO AVOID MISTAKES!
How well doM thit tfflcor: 3. FOLLOW THBOUOH DKSPITU OB3TACI.ES IN CABRVINQ OUT RESPONSIBrLITIES
ASSIGNED OB ASSUMED!
C UNDERSTANDING AND SKILL
How well dioi llilo olllair:
1. UNDERSTAND INSTRUCTJONS GITBN. AND USE SUGGESTIONS OFFBBEDf
t EXERCISE JUIIOMENT (
3. RATE IN TECHNICAL COMPETENCE IN
HIS SPECIALTY, IF ANY? (Name Sneclallr)
1. INSPIRE SUBORDINATE.S TO WOBS TO THE MAXIMUM OF THEIR CAPACITY f
D. LEADERSHIP
How well dooo thin oRltor;
J. EFFECTIVELY DELEGATE TASKS AND AUTHOBITYI
3. TRANSSOT ORDEBS, INSTRUCTIONS. AND PLANS f
4. OBOANIZE HIS WOBK AND THAT OF THOSE UNDER HIS COMMAND OR
SUPEBVIBIONf
5. MAINTAIN DISCIPLINE AMONG THCSE UNDER HIS COMMAND OB DIRECTION (
'CONDUCT AND WORK HABITS
AW ri'.oo IhU offl<or compare In:
1. ABILITY TO WORK WITH OTHEESI
2. ABILITY TO AJ»AI*T TO CHANGING NEEDS AND CONDITIONS?
8. MIUTARY COl-IDUCT—BEARING, DBES8, COURTESY, ETC. 1
INDICATE YOUR ATTITUDE TOWARD







(UNSATISFACTORY) TO HAVE HIMr
Oa Considering All Offlcert of the Same Ranit,









Ok How many Officers are Included In the
group used tor the comparison lo flstT
10 OB
I—
1 10 TO f~! OVER
LESS LJ SO LJ
COMMENT IN SECTION 12 AND GIVE REFERENCE HERE TO ANY COMMENDABLE OR ADVERSE REPORTS THAT HAVE BEEN MADE ON THE OFFICER DURMG THIS PERIOD10.
11 HAVE VOU ANY ADVERSE COMMENTS TO MAKE REGARDING THIS OFFICERSQUALITIES OR PERFORMANCE!
HAS HE ANY MENTAL OR MORAL WEAKNESS WHICH ADVERSELY AFFECTS
HIS EFFICIENCY?
n "raa D NO ir yee. axplalD UNSATISFACTORY. Yet In either Item of Section It
conttltutei an unBotlstactory report and must be referred
to the oRieer for ttatement.
T7~Gho in tiiis sitace u clyar, conclhe aimralsal of ttie officer raportei! on and his performunco of duty. In-.ludlne any worlby of special niontion. Include riiinmmcndHtlons as to promotion. Any Blale-
mciUe of uiiaailEfactory porforioance Bblllly. rharscter, or conduct must be refirred to the officer for italcmonL. SUtoQienls of 8 conalructlve ndliinj whliJi refer lo minor ImporfeclIonB or l"''*' ™
auallflcatlona do not conBtltul* an uruall*factory report. For example: "This officer waa a little alow la geltinB started but Ig now making Bood progreis" or "TliU offiwr la well QUallfled In DU
preaent duties but baa had no exporleacfl at sea" would not be uusatlEfactorT In nature.
Cheek fln« of theie boxes — l CONSIDER THIS REPORT TO BE n SATISFACTOBT n CN7AT0RABI.B D ONSATiaVACffOBT
(If addttloaal apaw U naetfed attaeh extn theet)
8IQNATURE OF OFFICER REPORTED ON (Appllea'only to SaatlOM I through 6) flIONATUBB OF B£P0BIINO OFFICER
-Q!
Wbrnn cooplaltd romotra carbon pap>r, lorrratd ?agtt I sad i, not detached, lo BuP^n. Relolii Poff* S (or "OBcer'. QaatMcaflan Record /aetata
FAGE I
NAVPER8-SI0B (REV. t-45)
PLEASE TYPE TKIS FORM




NAME (Utt) (nr«t) (niddl*) RANK AND CLASSIFICATION FILE NO.
SHIP OR STATION PERIOD OF REPORT (mo., dasr. year)
DATE FKOM DATE TO
DATE OF REPOHTINO TO




OFFTOKU ItKI'OUTED ON I I
DETACHMENT OF
RKPORTINO SENIOR n BKGl!U\RSKMl-ANNVAh D QUARTERLY D SPECIAIj
2 DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES SINCE LAST FITNESS REPORT (List n«st ncent flnt and dexrlbc aecurataly. Includa p«ri«dt of iMva, trMtIt, ate., ala*
laaluda cmploymant »1 ship.) MO. TR. MO. TR,
Yat W«H«« pra««itt duty thanged tinea ln»t ntnet» raport wat lubmlttadT
3 IF COURSES OF INSTRUCTIO.N WERE COMPLETED DUBINO PBailOD OF THIS REPORT. UST TITI£ OF COURSE, LOCATION OF SCHOOL.
•*• LENGTH OF COl-RRE AND DATE COMI'LKTED.
Are you pbyglcally quallflad
for Sea Duty?
D Yes LI N* D Knaw
It Aviator, Indicate No. of
Fllaht Hou>-t Last Two years
tor Each Type Alrtralt (List









SHORE KIND OF DUTY
LOCATION
LOCATION
6. SECTION 6 TO BE FILLED IN BY
REPORTING OFFICER
NAME OF REPORTINa OFFICER RANK FILE NO. OFFICIAL STATUS BEL.iTIVE TO OFFICER REPORTED ON






PRESENT DUTIES? I I YES I I NO
INDICATE MORE RESPONSIBLE DUTIES FOR WHICH HE IS IN TRAINING. (If none, a* ttata) DATE OF EXPECTED
QUALIFICATION
Comment on ipe«ial or outstandine auallflcationt at well at any phyttcal detects, whirh thould be considered in determining the klnda of duty to which ho should be detailed. Only eommentt on
quallflcationj ilgnlflcant in doUlUng should be enietod hero. ANY COMMENTS BEGAHDINa FITNESS FOR PROMOTION SHOULD BK ENTERED IN SECTION 12 ONLY OF PACE 1.





(L FOR WHAT DUTIES IS HE RECOMMENDED?
<
ASHORE AFLOAT
SIGNATURE OF OFFICER REPORTED ON (Applies only to Sections 1 through 5} SIGNATURE OF BEPOBTINQ OFFICES




PLEASE TYPE THIS FORM









PERIOD OF REPORT (mo., day. year)
DATE TO
DATE OF BEPORTING TO







SEMI-ANNUAL n QUABTEBLT D BPEtHAL
2 DESCRIPTION OF DUTIES SINCE LAST FITNESS REPORT (List aiost recent first and describe accurately. Include Reriadt of leave, transit, ote., also
include employment of ship.) MO. VK.
TO
MO. YB.
Hat present duty changed ilnea last fltneta report was submitted?
3 IF f-Oril.SES OF INSTRUCTION WERE COMPLETED DURING PEBIO
" LENGTH OF COUB8E ANT) DATE COMPLETED.
Yes L Na
OF THIS REPORT. UST TITI.B OF COURSE, LOCATION OF SCHOOL. Axe you physically qualifled
for Sea Duty?
DYea Dno D R^oii
4. If Aviator, Indicate No. of
Flight Houri Last Two years
TYPE OF AIRCRAFT TOTAL
for Each Type Airirart (List
Most Recent Type First) NO. OF HOURS 1
K MY PREFERENCE
•* FOR NEXT DUTY
IS:
BEA KIND OF DUTY | LOCATION
BHOBE K1.VD OP DLTT | LOCATION
6. SECTION 6 TO BE FILLED IN BY
REPORTING OFFICER
NAME OF REPORTING OFFICER BANE FILE NO. OFFICIAL STATUS BF.LATIVE TO OFFICER BJiPOBTED ON
3IGNATUKE OF OFFICER REPORTED ON (Aapllea only to Seetlens I through S) SIGNATURE OF BBPOBTINQ OFFICER
When completed remove ctaboa paper, torvrard Paget I aad 2, cot detached, to BuPeu. Bataio Page 3 tor '"Oiflcer'a QuaUiiaatioa fisooid Jotektf,
PAGES
"Q.UGstlons for Ratces"
Rank Corp Line Aviation Staff
1, ¥h.at is your feeling toward the U.S. Navy fitness report ays t em?
2. ^ilhsit knowledge do you have of the contents of your last fitness
report? Full ^Partial ^ITone Rumor •
3. If the answer to 3 above is Full or Partial , hov; did you gain
this knowledge?
4« How do you feel about the discussion of fitness reports
"between the rater and the ratee? \'Jhy?
5, Do you presently intend to make a lifetime career of being a
Naval Officer? Yes ^No •
6, Are you interested in improving yourself as a Naval Officer?
Yes ^No ,
7« Do you feel that your superiors have a fair understanding of
your capabilities and limitations as a Naval Officer?
Yes ^No Partially V^y?
8# Do you feel that your equals have a fair understanding cf your
capabilities and limita.tions as a Naval Officer?
Yes No Partially \>/hy?
9, Do you feel that your subordinates have a fair understanding
of your capabilities and limitations as a Naval Officer?




10, Do you feel tha,t you are av/are of your cwn strengths and v;eak-
nesses as a Naval Officer? Yes l^o ^Partially ¥hy?
11, Do you make any concrete attempts to improve your shortcomings
as a Naval Officer? Yes ^No If yes, how?
12« Do you consiously make an effort to appear at your hest for a
short period "before your fitness report is due for suhmission?
Yes 1^0
13, Do you kncv/ v/hat standards of performa,nce your rater has set
up for you to meet as a Naval Officer?Yes ^No •
14« How well do you think that you measure up to those standards?
\7hy?
15. If you were offered an opportunity to choose your next "billet
in the Navy, v/ould you know how to choose one where your
al:'ilities would "be "best displayed? Yes No Why?
16. If you were offered one year in college (or other training)
v/ith a free choice of courses, would you know how to pick
the type courses v/hich v/ould improve your general ahility as
a Naval Officer? Yes No Why?
17, Do you feel that your fitness reports will properly represent





"Q.uestions for :^&.ters not AdvocatiriF^ a Discussion"
Rank. Years Coinmiesioned Serrice 5 10 15 20 25 30
1» What is your attitude toward the U.S. Navy fitness report system?
2, Do you "believe that fitness reports can he of any value to the
Navy other than selecting officers for promotion and assignments?
Yes ^No ; If yes, what other values?
3, It is assumed that every officer having responsibility for others
sets in his mind standards against which he measures the perform-
ance of subordinates. How do you communicate to the subordinate
his performance with respect to these standards?
4. Have you ever discussed a subordinate's work performance with
him? Yes 'So
•
5. (a) Have you ever discussed a fitness report with a subordinate?
Yes TSo •
(b) If yes, why did you discuss it with him?
6. If the reason for 5(b) above is other than "required by regulat-
ions", (a) what was the attitude of the subordinate toward the
discussion? (b) what was your attitude?
65
"Q.uestions for Raters not Advocating a Discussion"
Page 2
7* If 6 above was answered, (a) did the work performance of the
subordinate improve after the discussion? Yes No ; ("b)
was there any resentment on the part of the subordinate after the
discussion?
8. If regulations required q. discussion of fitness reports with the
ratee prior to submission to the Bureau of Naval Personnel, v/hat
would be your personal objections to such a procedure?
9, Would your objections be the same if you were with a unit afloat?
"Questions for Raters AdTocating a Discussion"
Raiik Years Cciranissioned Service 5 10 15 20 25 30
!• What is your attitude toward the U.S. Navy fitness report system?
2. Why do you discuss fitness reports with rateen?
3. Briefly, how do you proceed with the discussion of fitness
reports with ratees?
4, Do you "believe that fitness reports can "be of any value to the
Navy other than selecting officers for promotion and assign-
ments? Yes No ; If yes,how?
5« It is assumed that every officer having responsibility for
others sets in his mind standards against which he measures the
performance of subordinates. How do you communicate to the
subordinate his performance with respect to these standards?
6« What has been the effect on the ratees v;ith whom you discussed
fitness reports?
"Q.uestions for Raters Ad-vocating a Discussion"
Page 2
7« "What has been the effect on discipline among those with whom
you have discussed fitness reports?
8» Have you ever experienced a feeling of inadequacy or embarr-
assment in discussing fitness reports with subordinates?
Yes No •
9, (a) Have any ratees expressed resentment toward you after the
discussion? Yes No
•
(b) If yes, about what percentage?
10, After interviewing subordinates regarding fitness reports, do
you feel that the command (unit) has been strengthened?
weakened? unchanged?
11, As a result of an interview regarding fitness reports, do
you feel that you have a better understanding of the ratee?
Yes ^No
•
12, Do you feel that the time required to discuss fitness reports
has been wasted? Yes No ; "Why?
13. Do you feel there would be any essential difference between
units afloat and ashore regarding discussing fitness reports?
Yes No • If yes, what differences?
14. Do you think that a discussion of fitness reports between
the rater and the ratee should be required by regulations
in all cases? Yes No
.
If no, please explain.
68
"Comparison of Fitness Reports "
1. This fitness report (has) (has not) been referred to the ratee*
2. The ratee^s rank is . His classification is •











































7cr2t ' r —
!
9a ! ' 1
7C3f~ 1
4a This rf-pcTt is classified "by the raster as:
Bp.ti3ff:,ct.->:'y Unfa-^oralDle Unsatisf acto;f''y_
5e The total number of items observed in section 12 is ^





















































































































































































Yes 9 34 21 43 76 87 83

























































































l^QT qaeetlon number four» wltli the oeroMned £(roupB»
ei^ty-three pereent desire the diocuaeiont seTenteen per-
•«Eit oppose it*
questions uuiruers twelve and fifteen were not listed in




Tlie survey of xitneaw rr orte aceorapllshed on the feapm
eadiibited in Ap^,>©ndix B gare the nu. teriofcl and percentage
figureft listed on the forme in this section*
Significant differences exist in the total m»*!t>er of
:s placed in the percentile ratinii for the higiiest ten
pareent coliuon and the next twenty percent coluimi for sect-
ion seven alone and sections serent eight and nine(a) \4ien
totaled* The warke on fitness reports shovm to rateea were
significantly larger in the highest ten percent ooluson. The





















s .0171 » I.VIJS
Three Standard Deviations » C.l'',
ACttu^l difference r 5*90J^
Hiftheat 10^
P"r-P^ Vl-P- 1444 • ,0174 9 1.74^.-
Thr^«» r.tandord Deviations s b*22$
Actual Difference » B.T^O^a
72
For sections &eY«n« eig!ht ana nine(a) totaledi
A J,.
j?itne»s reporta Bhovm 609 681








^ 1&96 s.DieSs 1.6":;
Tbaem^ Starkiard Derlaticns r4«C9',^'
Actual J^ifference = B*HO^
Higtieat 10^
^.96^ c .0167 « 1.675^
Ttire© Stand. Td Xtfrriatiosifi s 5,01;^
Acttial Biffer«xica r
€«6Q^
Ta^ttlatlon for siectlou twelve for iM^h group is glTsn
in tlitt table b@low«
quoncy l^itneeQ reporta Fitnee»











"Comparison of Fitness Reports"
1. This fitness report (has) (h^^^ ne^y "been referred to the ratee.
2. The ratee* s rank is . His classification is .
3. Referring to sections 7,8 and 9a, the percentile rating is:
Lov7 Middle High



























































Tot. 316 13 143 609 681
Section 7 Tot, ne 13 128 535 602
4, This r^7;^r':t :".s classified by the rater a.ss
Srtisfr^.ci j'.'y Unfa\-'ora'ble Unnatisfacto^'y_
5o The to'.al n^-raber of items ohserved i]i seciion 12 is ^










(Character) 105 2 1
Leadership .-. p
Responsibility ~iO i-\ 1
Conduct 2
•
Work Methods /I 1













"Comparison of Fitness Reports"
1, This fitness report (ioca) (has not) been referred to the ratee,
2, The ratee* s rank is . His classification is
.
3, Referring to sections 7,8 and 9a, the percentile rating is:
Low Middle High TjOW Middle High
¥0 10^ 20^ Wo 20^ 10% 10% 20^ A0% 20^ \0%
7A1: 5? ' » ! 3 t 9" ' /
1
7D1 10 ]:\ :. .i::j ,15_. 1 ->./i.^ 17
'7i-',2i 37 3 3 23 10 7D2 10 13 32 21
7A5i 2 "J 4
"
37 31 7D3 i 7 36 27
7.A4i "52 i
W-\ 5
7.04 e 1 10 34 25










7B2 7 •^1 rp 4 38 28
7Eo 6 ^ 3 JT
10 !34 7ii;3 ' 8 33 35
7C'I' 4 37 7A L^' 1
' T " 5 45 re
Tcr2r"4""^ ~^ P 40 !22 ?a' „. t T" 3_ 1 5 4.'=> PR
7C3
_3e„_„X_.,_ ..2__Si_._ 15 Tot . 307 2 18 133 660 476
Section 7" Tot. -^07 2 17 123 570 425
;las3?.fied by the rater ass4, This r^T^rr-t is ciassr r a o
3atisro,cto:'y Unfa-.'orable UnBatisfacto;^y____
5o The total number of items observed in section 12 is














Work Methods '^4 6 1
Work Perfonnance 62 17
Ability 4e ly.
— — -— '1
ST)ecific instances
of performance not
i deluded above 3 1
Others
75
Tabulation of results of fitnase report survey- for
sections sevent eipjiit and nine (a) in percentage forra.
Lo\i Kiddle Hi('';h
m I'v. ;). 40:^ 2'^' i\
ui'or fitnggg reporta referred to ratee t
7ia R6.9 1.2 8.3 ?^.6
7A2 59,5 B.:< ??.5.0 7,2
">- >y 1,2 l.V 4.8 45. P 47.6
*'
-
i^H ^9.0 l.P '".8 15.5 9.5
7A5 78.5 14.5 7.??
71B1 X . '- 12.0 44.0 42.8
TBS l.S 1.? 7.^ 44.0 46.4
7::.3 1.2 1.2 14.1 ze,o 47.5
7C1 1.2 4.8 ?e^o 56.0
7C2 l.T' ir!.0 47.6 39.2
7C3 P9.8 •^.6 :^0.9 ?5.7
7D1 15.5 ie.7 46.4 21.4
7D2 17.1 1»2 11.9 44.0 29.8
71)5 7.2 1.2 £.2 30,9 52.4
7I>4 1.2 3!^a 41.7 44.0
7i^5 13.1 X. 1^ 10.7 36.9 58.1
7'ul 4.6 26.2 ^^9.0
7-.2 1.2 1.:^ 8.3 35.7 3:%6
7E3 2.4 €•0 P£.^ 65.4
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